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THE LAfAYEITE HAVE THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
CLUB MINSTRELS REACHED APEX Of USEEUENESS? i
I '

I
i

Our Memorial Day—1919
How life’s thorny pathway is bordered by mounds,
How its hedges are gemmed with our tears ;..
How filled up with partings our vision abounds,
As backward we glance through the years.
—Hallen.

“Christian Churches' have reach And, by therway, the Reverend
Rarely there comes to the. Mo usam Opera House any road com ed the apogee of their usefulness— Doctor is a farmer. Not the usual
pany giving the entertainment, fin the point of their purpose which is; corn and cotton one—he grows
CHAPTER IV.
ished, laughter-teasing, and pleas most distant from the-earth-^from pansies or- a farm up in New Hamp
HEROISM
ing such as the Lafayettes gave the hearts of men; they have shire; all sorts of pansies—just
It is good to have one day at least when the pictures
on the evening of Friday, May 23rd ceased to function here below.”
of
the
past are retouched with the recurrent memories of
that
kind
that
make
the
finest
gifts
(Editor’s Note:—Everything Maeterlinck writes, of course, has a And the crowded house was kept in
There you have the summary, the
the yesterdays. Good it is to turn the thoughts backward
touch of metaphor, but the spirit of it isnqt to be taken metaphorically, a ripple of merriment for the resume, the marrow óf a sermon for the fairest season of the year;
entitled “Community • Churches,” and the kind one likes to send to
in retrospect to those things,—sorrows and dreams de
iThe spiritual is so stressed by Maeterlinck as as almost to obscure, if whole evening.
parted, when the dim/years, like towering mountains, have
Some of all of those who jour preached by Rev. Dr, E. J. Pres his nearest and dearest—the kindthat is possible, the unreality of it. And the reader finds Joy and
tp the Mousam, and got there cott in the Unitariani Church,, bn we sent once with these lines of
hidden quite forever otfr draughts of pleasure and our
hopefulness in the most gloomy passage^ of life and death as this ney
late, were obliged to forego the Sunday morning, the 25th day of
bitterness of pain;
,
.
ours:?
writer paints them. The garb and posture of everything he writes is entertainment—the house was sold May, 1919,
If the greatness of these United States is to survive,
I send thee pansies while the year is young,
so different; we have read the same tales many times, but Maeterlinck out. Sounds good—and it was
it will survive because of Our citizens who shall truly say
Yellow ap sunshine, purple as the night;
finds a new note in the backward glance, the power of looking to the good.
The work of the production was
“The real things of this world are the things that are
Flowers of remembrance, ever fondly sung
front with superior intelligence. , So Maeterlinck’s work offers a
under the special direction of Mr.
unseen.” -We live too iriuch in the mere present, in peace
By all thé chiefest of the Sons of Light;
profound psychological series; the dominant trait of which can be car G. E. Cousens, Mr. H. C. Wakefield,
or war, forgetting the connection of the past with the fu
And if in recollection lives regret
ried thru all his writings under our general heading above.)
and Mr. F. H. Barrett, the Execu
ture. And the poor breed that exists for the hour, give
For Wasted love and dreams that Were not true,
tive Committee of the Club; and,
little thought to the goodness which ié better than great
I tell thee that the pansy “freaked with jet”
from the booklet of the attractions
—TO A SKULL—
to the Grand Finale and closing
ness, wealth, ór fame. Such are prone to forget? the wel
Is still the heart’s-ease that the poets knew.
number of the show, everything
fare of our Union, which is-, ought to be, always above the
Take all the ¿sweetness of a gift unsought,
Thou charnel house of nameless, dustless dead!
was as it should be—recherche.
welfare of any man.
And for the pansies send me back a thought.”
Emptythou art of all that once was fair—
And . the General Committee,
Sp we stand this one day in the year beside the graves
But we are to write about the telling you of, the preacher, look
Messrs, R. E. Greene, Chairman,
The war of -passionsT and the plaint of care
of our fallen, at the end of the bitterest of wars, lifted-out
L. G. Smith, H. H. Bourne, Joseph churches. A month -since, when ing about, the auditorium, said;
From out thy senseless chambers all are fled.
T. Cole? W. H. Hobbs, and F. H. we came to the ENTERPRISE, we “After a careful estimate I should
of our selfish and sufficient ways, to be again taught the
■ And yet—though worms inhabit thee no more—
Barrett, acting, who actively su had it in mind to visit-the Churches say this room will hold, comforta
meaning of’Service and sacrifice. ;
Their pq'or sarcasm,quite eclipses thine,
pervised the fuh-features, gave in our town; to see, hear and re bly five hundred people—-arid there
Thank God ! America's participation in the World-War
The same eternal rays of truth and love divine,
Kennebunk at warrant of expect port what good tbéy were doing. are less than fifty men, women and
And
this
Sunday
morning
was
the
children
present.
Why?
”
And
was
riot for a1 period long enough so that the iron entered
ing
something
well
done
at
each
of
The same eternal fancies through thy portals pour,
the following Annuals, of which beginning of our touir of the meet that was exactly the question we
orir soul. And this Memorial Day presents to,us a country
But these move on unheeded, meaningless to thee—
the Friday night’s offering was the ing houses. We will follow out the were asking our own heart.
unravaged,-a brotherhood the closer welded by this very
Nor night nor day-time’s flight to thee is naught—
plan, lay the matter before yoti; "A beautiful audience chamber,
first.
war, and a lesson that no length of time will allow us to
Shall ever more with chance or change be fraught,
The doings opened with the old- and then ask the question men are carpeted, seats upholstered, has
forget.
socks for kneeling on, all the para i
asking everywhere. ■
time grouping of the
Nor shall thy vacant sockets ever hear or see
We mourn all those who . gave up their' lives either on
Interlocutor, Mr. E. A. Bodge.
We have often asked ourselves phernalia, éqùipihènts, trappings,
God’s golden bow of promise or his fearsome wind;
Tambos—Messrs. A. R. Chase, what manner of man the. Man of toute-ensemble, mise-en-scene of a
Flanders Fields or the torn fields of our own land; but
For thou art void of Life—art dispossessed of mind.
H. E. Greene and H. H. Grant.
Galilee could have been; And perfectly-functioning House of
there are whispered fancies that sooth <¡>ur grief ; and a
Bones—Messrs. H. T. Burr, H. H. there seems no, quite, satisfactory God—and fifty out of a possible
broader knowledge of life’s troubled way which we should
“One of the consoling surprises the model, they w,ere not at core Bourne, and Reg. Harford.
answer. Now, here this Sunday five hundred worshiping. Why? 1
treasure ever..
That question is being asked
of this war, was the unexpected so very brave. They had a salu
Circle—Messrs. H. C. Wakefield, morning, we werè listening to a
and general heroism which it sud tary fear of blows and wounds and F. R. Ferris, J. T. Cole, F. E. Nor talk about a man who died two around the world. The man of &
Let us see to it, then, that these first blossoms .of the
denly revealed among all the peo an open and manifest fear of death. ton, D. M. Small, J. N. Balch, thousand years ago. And, the same Galilee is just as vivid in. the
year shall thrive along the road of the future into a. some-,
ples who took part in it. One Their great combats, above all de Franlc Rutter, and R. C, Greene.
day, many thousands of men and hearts of men to day as he was on
thing better than we glimpsed in any dream of the past;
might easily believe that courage, clamatory and decorative, are little
Chorus—Messrs. Ralph Andrews women—dwellers in lands far re that day when he walked along tHe
that our dead, everywhere,—the myriads who sleep .in,
physical and moral endurance, ab bloody, they make more noise than Luthe? Jones, E. R. Warren, U. A. mote from Nazereth, all of them shores of lake Gennesaret, acceptnameless graves as well as those .whom we here count, shall,
negation, forgetfulness of self, the hurt, and there is a great deal more Caine, Robert Cram, *
and R. W. ignorant even of the man’s tongue, i ed the. widow’s mite, and barred
renouncement of all comforts, the words than blows. The defensive Carter.
surely, riot have died in vain; and that-rStill finding in the sayings of Jesus the rich.man from the Kingdom of
faculty of sacrifice and meeting arms, which is characteristic, are And that First Part, accompanied a spell which binds them ever God/ The trouble is that that
Under the sod and the dew,
•
e
death, only belonged to the primi very superior to their offensive, by the Philharmonic Orchestra, of closer», a solace and comfort when very man is the motive power of’
Waiting the judgment day,
tive peopled,' to the least happy, and death is an isolated event, un- Biddeford, was carried thru with a pall other consolations fail. What the^Church nd^f’ and the widow
the least intelligent, the least capa expected, neàrly inconvenient, verve and freshness that made the is the source of the power of Jesus and her mité are unwelcome to the
Our faith each grave will renew—
ble of reasoning, of reckoning with which throws the ranks into disar audience the more eager for the of Nazereth?, The Churches have cushioned prie-Dieû—God’s foot
Each
mem’ry an honor alway.
danger and representing in imagi ray and very often put a sudden end goods tp come. There was—
beer pretending to telLus for all stools.
Hear the words of another man
nation the frightful gulf which to the fight or causes a run-away Opening Chorus
Full Chorus these two thousand years—to what
who wrote of this same condition
séparâtes this life from that which which seems the most natural of Solo, “After All” Mr. Joseph T. Cole purpose?
of ¿things more than six hundred
wo do not even know. One was things. As to the wounded, they Solo, ‘^Goodbye Dixie”
This
Sunday
morning
we
are
1 years ago—
even nearly ready to pursuade were counted, described, and wept,
Mr. Howard T. Burr
“Insensate care of mortals, what defects
himself that the war would extin like a considerable phenomenon. Solo, ^Dreaming of Home and
guish itself for want of soldiers, On the other hand, flights the least
Are in those arguments which make you beat.
Mbther”
Mr. Frank Rutter
that is to say, for.lack of men blind excusable, panics the most shame
All of which was as godd as the
Your wings to what is base! One goes his way
enough or unhappy .enough to haz ful are frequent, and the old poet best of the evening—and that is
In the pursuit of laws, another is
ard, tb the profit of an idea more or recounts them without blame, as saying much.
For precedents, and for the priesthood orie,
less invisible as all ideas are; the ordinary incidents, imputable to, But that is not all, there was a
And one would reign by chicane and by force,
only incontestable realities that i the gods and inevitable in all wars. “How/ya gonna keep ’em down on
One plunder, one in business of the state,
each of us have here below, that is This kind of courage is about that
the farm” Mr. Reg. Harford
to say, his health; his comfort, the of antiquity. It is also that of the “Macushla” Mr. Robert E. Greene
One. in the pleasures of the flesh involved
integrity of his body and above all battles of the middle age and of “Jazz gaby” Mr. Harold H. Grant
Is wearying himself, and one is giving
If anyone had told me when I lar w,ar equipment. Dinner at
his life which surpasses all that the Renaisance, where the most “GrandJ Finale”
Entire Chorus
Himself to idleness,—while disengaged
was-in school in Kennebunk, that twelve, m.,—-this meal was the
savage battles of the condotteri
This latter number made up bf
exists.
there would ever come a time when piece-de-resistance of the day, and
From all these things I "was with purity
It appeared more and more prob often left only a half dozen victims the different war songs of the U,
I rather courted than shied from was always good and. plenty.
Above in heaven thus gloriously received.”
able that no man would longer suf On the field. Certainly,' the Greeks S. A. and the songs made popular
After dinner strolled into school
danger, I would have laughed—
There you have -the whole
fer the infernal horror of a field of of Marathon and of Thermopyle, by “our Boys” during the war.
“The Churches,” said Dr. Pres some. But this,stunt in the air— again, if we felt like it—there was’
battle ; .and that, after the first the Ten-Thousand of Zenphen and The characters here represented answer. God’s House is filled with cott, “have made a bungle of it,” this every-day flying, often above always
something interesting
the “insensate care of mortals”— “So long as the Protestant Church
hectacomb, the armeWrenemies, offi the Macedonians of Alexandre, were-L
arid,put in the rest df the'
America—-Spirit of ’76—Messrs. business, éhicàne, plunder, every is divided they will never do any the clouds, puts many new arid there;
cers and soldiers, taken by an in- the legionaries of Caesar and the
striange thoughts in the head ; and day to suit our own pleasure—kill
discribable panic, would flee, turn Gauls of Ambiorix, the Normans of W. K. Sanborn, Luther Jones, thing but the spirit of the place ; thing.”^ “When towns like this puts many an old and worn ore out ed time until -such time as we could
ing their backs on each other, in a William the Conqueror, the com Carletbn Miner—“Yankee Doodle” and seekers for the truth of things have one Common Church and ser- of it.
kill a Hun. Supper at five, p. m.,
Civai War—Messrs. William will not even look in at the window. vice—which shall be the centre of
natural and simultaneous flight panions of the Cid, the Swiss of
From the time of my arrival at and, if there was no call to go up,
We forgot to say, On the right social and religious activity, our Killingholme
from the super-human scourge, Birse, the Swedes of Charles the Bowen;George O. Cook, Veterans—
the daily work was an inspection of the bulletin again,
hand of the altar was a great young men will Come back to it about as follows.
surpassing the most monsterous XII, the French of Jean d’ Arc and “Marching Through Georgia”
First, and all and to bed when the spirit was
Spanish War—Messrs. Joseph American flag blazoned full lerigth again.”
prevision of those who had un of Turenne, those of Napoleon the
the time, we wéré subject to call, willing. That Was the day when
chained it. And here, to our great courage of which is nearer that of Galant. Joseph Therrin, Veterans, and breadth in the face of the audi
My friends, it is. the old state flight or day—the clock around, there was no flying in our own ma
astonishment, it is the contrary our own, were .valient warriors; “Hot Time in the Old Town To ence and, on the left, a service ment made by Lincoln: ‘You can while wè were in camp; there was chine. If there was the day was
flag with twenty-two stars—one of fool some people all of the'time, no eight-hour day; no, night when different.
that has occurred. We discover but they were before everything night.”
World War, Messrs. R. L. Mitch them in ■ gold—and not a soldier and all people some of the time,
with stupor that until today we professionals. It was not the
one-yyas sure of sleeping the dark We suppose that it is our day and
haye only had an. idea, incomplete, whole nation that fought, but a ell, Ernest Hatch, Veterans, “Over boy in thè place. Why?
but you can’t fopl all people all of
thru./ But; if we were for our hour, the machine has been
*^
Bécause going to Church with the time.’ And, Dr. Prescott put it ness
inexact, of the courage of men. We delegation, a warlike section which There
to be left uncalled for the inspected and tuned up—then, if
Uncle Sam—Mr. Ralph Andrews these boys is like walking back over straight up to all of you, when he tunate'
considered it as an exceptional vir extended, it is true, little by little,
hours betWeefl sunset àrd dawn, we went on the early, morning pa
tue; and, as we retraced the coùrse under the Empire, but never at “Don’t Bite the Hand that’s Feed a lost path—it is moving to no said. '“I mingle with all sorts of oür usual bugal calk sounded at trol, we were routed out by mes
purpose. These boys have been people; those with large incomes,
of history, the more admirable as tained, as today, all those who, ing You.”
senger one hour before the take off.
The whole concluding with skit thru hell in the daytime and they inherited and acquired—these men six’ a.; m.’ This did .not disturb us Breakfast
it was the more rare. Recall, for from nineteen to fifty years, are
at once, then the whirl
-¿he fivers who had flown late the
of fun made up to represent
are able to differentiate between are troubled—and they say so. —
example, the ancestors of all our capable of carrying arms.
dtyv .Before; but, if the yesterday ing of the propellers, the whiz of
In the next place and above all, Yapville Hotel Proprietor
the circle of gluttony and the origi The laboring man has quite,an had
heroes : those of Homer. , Observe
been an easy one, that meant the motor and its droning song,
Mr. Harold Bourne nal innocence of the Man of Gali other spirit, He chuckles and says pet up
them closely. Those who are the all wars resolved themselves into
with the notes of the bugle. and, after a bump along the field,
Mr. Arthur Chase. lee. The boys have looked on men ‘We have got them where we want
first professionals, the first mas two or three battles, that is to say, Bell Boy
Then, spruce up for breakfast; and —‘Which in our case was always
Mr. R. E. Greene twice dead, and sucked in wonder them—meaning you, and you; and that
ters of bravery and taught it to they had two or three culminating Station Agent
was -served In . the water, we stuck the nose of the bird
Waitress
Mr. Ernest Warren of them through hollow eyes ; and we will reach out our hands and m^ss breakfast
all antiquity of which they were
(Continued on Page Six) '
hall at seven, a. m.. The bill in the air, and were off. We soon
First Traveling Man
they will no longer swallow ought push them—meaning you arid you, of fare was good; variety and reached an altitude of two hundred
Mr. Joseph Cole froin you.
out of it anytime we want to.’ ”
plenty. After the “chowj”: down fieet, then we straightened her out,
Second Traveling Man
- The boys will come back if
If that is true/the men now be
the hangars to look the eld boat if all was going right, there was a
Mr. Frank Barrett Churches give expression to what hind the . Churches are in. danger to
over—and that Was a real inspec climb up to a thousand feet—where
and
the boys catch sight of like some of bejng put out of their job. And tion)
—one had to depend on . every things begin to fade into dwarfs;
Mr. E. A. Carter ‘The Mystery Man’ forgotten dream, and try to bring they are getting fair warning.
little bit of.it for his life; and and then off down the Humber and
Mr. Henry Morton
Monologist back to mind, but cannot quite.
Will it avail anything?
there was not neglection the in away over the sea for the duty of
and
In one way or another, life forces the. resignation of Mr. Ernest L.
spection. There were four met the day.
Thé
Grand
Finale
Entire
Company
men apart and breaks up the good Jones from the Light Commission
On reaching this height and, af
assigned to each plane as care
The
whole
was
costumed
by
ly fellowship forever. And the of the Town of Kennebunk. The
takers—these were not the flying ter the seaplane had reached the
Brown
of
Portland.
Expense
The Memorial Day sermon to the' it was-thoroughly enjoyed.
very flexibility and ease which discretion of common sense advis
crew; they ranked as quarter proper momentum, we began to
makes friendships so agreeable ed him to quit—he followed the seems not to have been spared in Gi A. R. and the W. R. C. at the Fourteen members of the G. À. R. masters and machinists ; and they hum toward the Hun—or. toward
the
initial
bow
of
the
Lafayetts
as
Methodist Church, at 10.30, a. m., and twelve member of the W. R. C. bad to know the' “biz,”
while they endure, make them the advice.
the place we supposed he might be.
easire to destroy and forget. Peo We might add, apropos of the Entertainers and all-round good Sunday, was largely attended. The attended the services in a body.
When we knew that all was ship Now there being no special need
fellows.
Besides
all
this,
the
little
decorations were in charge of Mr. And a large • arid representative shape with the machine, we went for keeping our movements a se
ple who share a cell in York Coun Light Commission, a thing that
ty Jail, or are thrown- together on does concern the whole town. It boklet gotten out by the club, from Charles W. Cousens, and, while audience .gave attention and re over to the bulletin-board to again, cret, it may be said that the usual
which
the
faces
of
many
of
the
there was no attempt at the elabor
an uninhabited island, if they do has come to us that someone has
over the orders posted 2 the journey for the day—traveled at
prominent business men of ate, there was the touch of good spect to the very eloquent and pa look
not immediately scrap, will find hung another millstone on the neck most
triotic Sermon of the pastor of the night- before—it wag a duty to ex the rate of about seventy miles the
Kennebunk
look
out
at
us,
is
a
some ground of compromise; but, of this community, already taxed real sorivenir of a most enjoyable taste and the beautiful. There Church, Rev. R. A. Rich.
amine this board before going to hour, was, in case of duty in pick
were apple blossoms in great abun The subject for the discourse,; bed ; and we usually know whether ing up a conyoy, to go outside',
when a man is working his head to .the limit, - dn^the way of a bill
evening.
off without any compensation for for $600.00 for the installation of
dance, and, showing thru the green “Our Country,” was based upon or not we were to go up during the keeping high in the air.until we
a political copartnership the whiles a system of bookkeeping that now
leaves of the hanging branches, the the reading of Psalms 33:12, day—the time was stated on the met the, ship or ships, and then es
he has all he can do and more for turns out to be—see opinion of the
Mrs. Alonzo Roberts, of Lyman, effect was fine indeed. On ah ■“Blessed is the nation whose God buletin. If we were ordered put cort them in. To locate the boats
sufficient compensation, there is Public Utilities Commissiqn, too well known here, who is stopping easle stood a portrait of Lincoln, is the Lord.” And thé present and up,, it was back to the hangars we were seeking messages were
little sense jn. thinking that he re big for the business.
with her niece, Mrs. Herbert E. small flags draped about it made ment of the sermon was filled with again until it was time to take the sent us from the land via wireless
signs his political attachment on
We will welcome to these pages Tufts, 120 West street, Biddeford, a harmony complete.
moving and authentic incidents of. air. If we were not to fly, We went saying just where the incoming
account of anything but the real an explanation of the rumor—or, was happily surprised Tuesday of The opening anthem by the choir the late World-War as well as our; down to the range for machine gun vessel was. So, having picked up
facts—he has too much to do, too rather—for we have it from an au last week by receiving a large post was most appropriate as well as Own home war of 61-65. Timely, practice, went, to school for bombs our boat we circled around,, and
many calls on his time, to spare thentic source—the fact. Who card shower, 70 in number, also pleasing; and the voice of Miss
and bomb-dropping, instruction in about it until it came to anchor
time to the duties of Light Com contracted for the\,services of the pinks, flowers, candy and cookies, Gertrude Young was never more forceful and scholarly were the. signals, instruction in wireless outside the mouth of the Humber.
wordsof
the
preacher—
a
jpreachmissioner.
If the duty was sub-marine paexpert accountant—who pays the in rememberance of her 84th birth effective than in the exquisite solo
telephone practice, and any new
There you have the reason for bill?
—“The Eden of My Dreams.” And ment to make the hearer think.
^ontinued on Page Six)
wrinkle in the care of our particuday.
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Above Hie Clouds with A
Boy from Kennebunk

KENNEBUNK EIGHT COMMISSION

G. A. R. Veterans and W. R. C. Attend Service

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

IRennebunk Enterprise
Published at the Office of the
Enterprise Press
*
Kennebunk, Me.

and opened it with a little wand; for there was no resistance.” And
this little ENTERPRISE wants to record itself as saying, “When the
messenger from the other side reaches the gates of Congress, the
frogs will all vanish and find lodge-meat in the bottom of the puddle
they have made noisy with their croaking during the critical moments
the messenger was silently striving to silence the storm-wind that was
sweeping everything before it over there.” The World will have 'no
more war! A World at peace is of more value than all the wasted
$1.00 pillions -that any political sniffing committee can locate—when peace
.26 is secure. And, as a mesesnger of ^hat peace, there will be one name—
in spite of any croaking of frogs, written large, on the horizon of time—
Woodrow Wilson.

Maine
Exchanges I

■ world peace restored, the necessity
I of making herself stronger so that
! we can emerge victorious from the
, keen international economic rivalfollow :in the wake of •I ry which will follow
the Great War itself.'

World-Wide
n n/Yar

EXvI1m.I1

Cj

Greenville (S. C.) Peidmont—
We would réel indebted to Mr.
Bryan if he would mail the Berlin
Government one of his arbitration
treaties and remind them that they
once turned it down.
The Little Rock Gazette—Thé
World War has cost the United
States $30,500,000,000 to date. More
reason for making a peace that will
last.

BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK
F. McDonald

The Brunswick Record—When
Columbus set sail to’ prove that the
We will all play the game of life
earth was round and that there was
long enough to demonstrate to our
a quicker route to the extreme East
full satisfaction that we cannot
he started on a voyage which in
win.
that age was as captivating and
Better late than no dinner—the
almost as fantastic as a trip to the
Advertising Rates
time is not so important as long as
Moon.jar Mais would be to an ad
we do get the food.
Gard of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
—FAITH—
venturer in our time. To the imagi
There’s a pirate in the life his
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
nation and daring/of such men as
tory of every family—some of them
Classified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line.
Columbus
the
world
owes
much
of
still fly the skull and cross-bones. ,
The underlying need of Faith is, we think, accountable for much its advancement. No less daring
Display Ads rated on Application.
The' ' Japan Advertiser—“The
The haut-monde dined a bull
of the'world’s unrest, We view everything with the same superficiality, perhaps was the undertaking of
of course, reflect pop over at the Waldorf-Astoria the
which vitiates or reîigion, if we have such a possession in our mental Hawker and Grieve who boldly at newspapers,
ular feeling, for it seems rather other night. During the feed eyery
Enterprise Phone 19
make-up. “More a.nd more we take our Bible as we do the Pickwick tempted the flight across the At doubtful if they have much need body threw the bull. And the bull
lantic,!
in
the
face
of
almost,
cer

Papers—if we take the Bible at all.” And when there comes into our
to stir, it up,-and in Japan» as in
the buck.
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown;
death, and who have undoubt Europe, the policy of using a fore passed
The more we know of men the
midst a Bily Sunday^ a revivalist who really accepts in all literalness tain
edly given their lives in the great ign bogy to distract attention from more certainr we become that most
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.the pages of the Scripture to which he with millions of others has sub adventure. In the Power. of the
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport.
domestic politics is not at all un
scribed, we listen, and yawn, and laugh, call Blliy” grotesque, slangy, Unseen all things are made possi known. Then, as is well, known, of their wisdom, at least, is bred
in the bone. Boneheads are the
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
ble, and the mind of man will final ’the military authorities, naturally wisest of men.
and then on our own Skimming, leaping-from-peak-to-peak-way.
W. F. Couser.s, Ogunquit,
ly
overcome
such
obstacles
as
con

enough, are by no means in favpr The successful man is the one
Oh, for a man ! One who had the renown which commands the
Also, at all York County- Summer Hotels during the season. .
fronted these men- whose action
goodwill and confidence—the Faith, of the most eminent men and though apparently suicidal, must of indiscriminate démocratie prin favored' by- luck and who- dies bewomen in every branch of activity! We are looking now for men right be classed as bravery, for the world ciples, which might easily lead to fore fortune Spins her wheel. '
“Soft peace?'
a rloss of prestige and power on
is what all men want and
here in Maine, too, in thé larger field of national and international gains by the spirit which they man tHeir part, l The way in which the tryPeace
to get by disturbing the peace.
ifested.
hopes and fears; and where do we find-any absolutely authentic in
war has ended, not quite according
United we stand but most of us
Just another name for “lost illusion.'
telligence whose faith in his country and its future is as real as his FOOD PRICES GOING HIGHER. to their former prophecies of the are delighted to crawl.
invincibility of a nlilitarily ruled
Our relations with Germany
desire to.be elected to something, some office, anywhere?
J “If this is peace, America can go to hell !”
Waterville Sentinel.—Food pric
The
political
bushes
are
filled with “good mixérs,” “the best-liked es are still slowly climbing and are Europe as compared with popular have progressed from friendship to
■ ' - * Ludenorff.
ly* governed states, must “have caus
to war-ship io ownership.
men in the State of Maine,” lawyers out of a job, who want to serve beyond what they were at this time ed them no little searching of kinship
What are the cold-storage mil-'
last
year
when
war
was
raging
at
Om Mani Padme Hum! Quo' Vadis ? And then some other alien their Suffering neighbors, but whose minds are misty with the sus its maximum. The speed of the in hèart, and now on the top of it all lionaires going to do in. the next
comes'the proposal to abolish con world ?
picion that faith dwells with the babes, and simpletons^—minds in
to our tongue. Surely, O Lodge! you need some Light—“Light that
crease is not so great as during the
The farmer down this-a-way is
mortal fear of revering or worshiping any god not vised by the party early part of the war but It looks scription.”
never was on land or seat” to evalute yourself.
not so exercised about short crops
whip.
as if the maximum was still some Japanese Mainichi— “Without as longprices. Says he’s a food
We are in danger, dear readers ! Mental reservation impairs even distance.in the future. While this understanding the ideals and the dictator that don’t diet.
‘ “The consecration, and the poet’s, dream.” Both are needed by
our acceptance of divine authority. We do not take à step forward condition exists there can be n.p love of morals of the Americans, it
It is a close question which gets
our statemen to fix the value, estimate the force, to appraise the
without a backward look distrustful of gods and men. We have for hope of reduced wages or costs of would be utterly impossible for a here first the millennium or per
League of Nations; and there is not a sign of it in Senate or House.
Japanese
to
explain
the
unanimity
production in any line of trade.
gotten the wisdom of Faith—The “No man-, having .put his hand to the This week’s Bradstreet’s nùmber with which they have decided, to manent peace.
Is it all over on the “other side”—“somewhere in France?”
plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.” And there based on prices per pound of thirty- change their constitution and make Probably we shall never be presi
dent of the.U. S. A., but if we ever
seems to be no champion to warn the ploughman of the danger.
one articles used for food, is $4.96, universal the prohibition of the use are we shall reside .in Europe—
Do you know, readers of ours, the correct definition of an alien
of
alcoholic
beverages.
I
am
com

Faith, Hope, and Love. We have plenty love—Jove of success. compared with $4-94 last week and
further from the Lodge in Wash
is, One «who lives in one country and gives his allegiance to Oiir hearts are swollen with the hope of appearing on the front pages $4.41-for the week ending May 3, pelled to draw a contrast between ington.
the
working
of
minds
of
the
Jap

another. Foreigners and aliens the not synonymous terms. There of the7daily papers. But Faith alone “on which man’s profoundest 1919. This week’s number in
After Wilson gets back republi
are men in both parties, democrats and republicans, who are doing trust is built,” there is none of it in the. category of our substance. creases four-tenths of 1 per cent anese and the Americans. We have can leaders will be able to vouch
over last week and 12.4 per cent. made a matter of one milliard and for the quality of the' crow.
the United States more injury today than the hue and cry of the And without Faith wè are poor and hungry indeed.
over the like week last year, while a half yen out of the war, and,
The strange thing about heads
bdlshevist. A politician who is always with his party, is just as much
it is 2.1 per cent, down from the flushed by this sudden gain, are qf Agricultural Bureaus is that
drinking more deeply than in pre they know just enough about farm
alien to the better interests of hi» country as the I. W. W. or bol
top of mid-December.”
The only thing for Maine to do is war days, while .in the country, ing to demonstrate the difference
—LAWS THAT ARE LIES—
shevism—as tho he was actually a fpreigner by birth and attraction.
to get busy- and produce, her own across the Pacific the people, in I between bookkeeping and break
food.
spite of having edme into posses fast—when the cows come home is
—METEROLOGICAL—
All of us need to be reminded, now and then,—possibly more often,
sion Of thirty milliard yen, know quite beyond themUNINTENTIONAL
OF
COURSE.
how to restrain themselves, and
that we are neither impeccable nor immortal. Too, that our neighbor
Old York Transcript—Congress have decided unamously to go dry. V” LOAN WAY OVER THE TOP
Just whát information will be most useful to Members of Congress know this and we know that he knows, and that he knows that we know
will probably repeal that section of No wonder that the Japanese, who WITH $749,908,300 TO. SPARE
is a question that experience and possible developement of their in that he knows.
the revenue law' which applies to are incapable of understanding thé
telligences most determine. In the meantime it may be helpful to
But—we know and so does he—that it is good business—and what ice cream in cones. ' Undoubtedly American ideals, can not interpret
Total subscription tb the Victory
point out one thing. Recent observations and experiments indicate would we do without “good business”—to let it go at that. He has it was unintentional or the part of I the intervention of the United loaped
were announced Monday by
that the hygroscopic gases, rather than dust and ions, furnish the friends and so have we; and silence is our best, publicity. He won’t the framers of the bill to hit the States in the war otherwise than the treasury at Washington as
children of the country a blow as being prompted by sinister $5,249,908,300, an over subscription
nuclei upon which the hot air of the “Gab-King” condenses, forming talk as long as we keep Still.
k
is unjust. We are willing mciijves.”
of $749,908,300.
haze and fog and cloud. And strata of hot air that are hazy are found
And there you have the basic principal of -all human society, of which
to pay for the war, and you hear
The Atlanta and Dallas reserve
The Literary Digest—Dropping
to;be rich in these hygroscopic nuclei (buck and bluster) and usually all professional propriety, and of all human laws. The Dius ex Very little grnmbling about reve
districts failed to,obtain their.quoa disturbance (?) that elevates such hot air strata results in cloud machina of Justice, Power, and Love—the highest Wisdom of man nue taxes from the grown-ups, but things considered useless, or out tas, Atlanta by less than 1 per cent
formation—but no Light.
when it comes to making the chil worn, or irrelevant in church ser and Dallas by slightly less than 8
made Equity, Might, and Charity.
vice appears to be something of a
A strange beast? Yes? And are not they.wretched souls who dren of the country contribute, it is mania. The Protestant Episcopal per cent.. This was the first war
another matter altogether.
loan in which any district failed
bow down before such a circling horror? And we lament it bitterly,
—WHY DO WE ADVERTISE—
Certainly, Congress should have Church may decide to drop the Old to subscribe its quota.
.do we not?’ We do not! Why not? Because this same beast is our foreseen what the passing of such Testament readings from the regu The Boston district, subscribed
a bill would result in. It was bad lar church service and from the $425,159,950. Its quota was $375,In the last month that question of advertising has been a live one own great help in time of need.
Sunday-schools. A single New
Wherefore, nature fakers, fletcherites, new thoughtists, pinkham- enough when baseball sporting Tork church, the Church of the 000,000.
indeed with us. And we have listened to all sorts and conditions of
goods
were
taxed,
but
to
hit
the
pleas for the non-advertiser; for, strange as it may appear, there are ism, doctors, lawyers, and all other. creelers of our short and weak
children with a law that makes a Messiah, seems rather to belie its
businesses that are not advertised. Always, when a man says .he does world, have nothing to do but saw wood and say nothing—succeed 100 per cent raise on some of their name when it votes to drop all ref
erence to Christ and Christianity
not believe in advertising, we leave him right there—rleave him in the “Just by Thinking Hard About His? Job.’.’ (We quote because those eatables, is going too far.
OSTEOPATH
words are.the head line of an article in the June American Magazine,
desert of his own thoughts.
The first business of the new Re in its statement of purpose. The
Churçh congress which debated
113 Main St.,
But we have intended to say something in the ENTERPRISE to telling, seriously^ how to get rich by letting the other fellow believe he publican ’Congress should be too the former project is a representa
the non-advertiser-—prechance to put in his memory a thing it has is putting something over on you. Only the other fellow don’t think take this tax off, .
tive body which has no legislative
Biddeford, Me.
Mars Hill News, May 22—Our powers, and can only make recom
so. He knows he has you tied up. You’d do the same if you were
overlooked. We could write a book on this subject—we may, later.
Tel. Con,
At this moment we have only the time to ask a few questions which selling yourself to him. As for the rest, tho “fletcherites, ■pinkham- farmers are getting along well with mendations to the Triennial Gener Office Hours, 9 to 5.
their planting this spring, having al Convention. The plea for the Graduate under the
ism, and new thoughtists” spell it with caps, we don’t)
answer themselves. So—
some fine weather for it.
omission of the readings put for founder of the Science
There,'having got that parenthesis out of the think tank, we pass
Why do automobile manufacturers, the builders of ships, the
“If they had good planting ward in the congress was that “the
Dr. A. T. Still,
telephone and the telegraph companies, the railroads and the shipping along.
Weather in Mats Hill it is certainly chief-business of the .church is to
lines, great mills of flour and steel; Wanamakers, Libbys, etcetere,
Do you know that Fletcher of “fletccerized mastication,” gathered a good deal diffeernt from what we teach the gospel of the incarna
etcetera, etceterorum, advertise, expend uncounted good dollars for a large fortune and larger fame by commercializing certain fallacious have had in this vicinity as the tion,” and that the Protestant Epis
farmers have had to plant between copal Church accepts the view that
publicity? He, the non-advertiser, will say, because they want to do teachings of older “digesters” buttressed by common rumor and the the
showers.
“the Hebrew religion was not the
as the other fellow does—they have so many competitors. And you approving statements of other “great men?”—Statements that will
only preparation for Christianity.”
The
Bruswick
Record
High
see at once he has not discerned even in part what eithep success or never be dislodged from the human mind tho Science should show their
These principles are assumed in
athletics in a college town the preaching; but, so says the re
GEO. H. PIPER, Prop.
fal'acy and turn the human stomach inside out to disprove the illusion? school
publicity means.
do not attain the prominence in the port of the argument in The Living
^There’s the United; States of America. Did the government in Well, he did.
eyes of the public that they de
charge of war activities think it worth while to advertise? The answer
And now comes Dr. Hawks, professor'of physiological chemistry serve. Athlectics are absolutely Church (Milwaukee), “we read ’‘QUALITY” Our Motto
Old Testament lessons which teach
appears on the records of war expenditures—again, billions of dollars and toxicology at Jefferson Medical College, in Philadelphia, and essential in the fitting school ; the what in . pur sermons we deny or
239 Main Street
students
participating
do
so
from
for mere advertising.
scraps all the “amazing theories about diets, which have been accepted
ignore.”
a thorough love of sports which
Really, tho, in the World-War the United States did have a great by nearly everybody, even including the average physician, are found should be encouraged. Brunswick
MAINE
Springfield Republican—“The BIDDEFORD,
competitor; and there was no way to get the business of war away when sifted'thru the meshes of modern science, to be utterly” guff-^ High school has had considerable business' situation in the United
from the Hun except to advertise. When we speak of the publicity, guff advertised by Fletcher and his like and paid for by EVERBODY, of a struggle, to maintain its stand States has improved very much in
work of the Teuton, we call it propoganda—that is correctly what all after it has been “accepted” by the AVERAGE physician. ¿Some day ing in baseball, football, basket the last month, and the outlook is
advertising is; and no one who is not all ignorant of the inside history we’ll tell what we know, or some of it, about EVERYBODY/ the bail, tennis and on the track be encouraging. It is a very great j
SWASEY BEAN POTS
cause of lack of funds. What our gain to have dissipated, the atmos
of great war is ignorant of the merits of our advertisement of the AVERAGE physician, and the AVERAGE lawyer.)
High school needs first of all is an phere o-fpessimism which was pre
NAME 18 STAMPED ON EVERY ONE
United States—the kind of people we are, the kind of army we were
Swasey Bean Pot» are on, »ale
As long ago as we began to set up and take notice, we were ¿old, ’ appropriation by the town for the valent in February, and that has
Eg
'' at al I first cl ass 'stores
sending to whip the Germans, the billions we were loaning to other by EVERYBODY, including the AVERAGE physiciaif, that every carrying on of this important work. been accomplished in large degree.
E. SWASEY & CO., Portland, Maine
allied countries to feed and arm and clothe them the whiles they too thing we wanted to eat, in our own way, caused catarrh of the stomach, This would help to bring about The idea that the bottom was about
requirement, more interest to drop out of all markets, and that
struggled to suppress the foe of ¿he world.
delayed digestion, produced dyspepsia, remained in the stomach un- ' another
on the part of the citizens in events a grave period of Unemployment,
But this moment, why is the United States advertising its rail digested, or chilled our insides; and that hot bread, “bolting of meats,” ! of an athletic nature. ,
aiid , perhaps social disorder, was
ways—it controls them all? If there was ever a reason why adver drinking water with meals, distilled water, rapid drinking of milk and
“We belieVe th^it our local High pending is no longer entertained.
School and in fact the greater part The people, North'and South, East
tisement was not needed, here it is. But, in a small way, we have “bob veal,” would poison us as surely as “pigs is pigs.”
learned since five years ago—learned that we must keep our name in the
Now, EVERYBODY is no longer the bolchevik of dietics; and we of our boys haVe aboiit abandoned and West, hâve disposed of that
eyes of the nations and the peoples thereof, else we’ll perish from the know that EVERYBODY, as well, too, ourselves, can take his favorite the hope. of having good clehn bogy by simply continuing to buy
sports in town for lack of support. goods at the greatest rate ever
earth.
food in his own good time and way, and be assured by a physician, who
Lisbon Enterprise-=-“My friend, known, evidently without appre
Further, we would have you know, quite outside of business, “No is a chemist as well, that there is no poison in it. The truth at the
help the editor in his wild-eyed hensions of poverty or revolution.
human spirits ever had been saved” without an advertisement.
“bottom of the well”—we mean stomach, is that even “bob veal” itself search for news. When your We. conclude that the great body of
You may never have thought of that ? We guessed as much, Well causes no digestive disturbance. In the meantime it is a crime, in friends come to see you, if you are the American people are disposed
that one advertisement still illumines all the world. And it was most states of the Union, punished, after conviction of having “bob not ashamed of it, tell him; when 'to go along in a normal way, what
your "wife gives la tea party! ïÿ you ever the rest of the world may do,
published two thousand years ago. Here it is
veal” in possession for sale, as a felony. A lie inacted into a law.
A fresh stock and all the new
have recovered from the effects of and as their buying capacity is
> - “And he said unto them,”—his advertising agents and publicity
Do you know that a man may be convicted by the courts of a crime the
shades of
gossip drop in with the news ; about equal of all the rest of the
men,—“ ‘Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to the whole which requires the penalty of death; and that he, may be convicted by when a new baby arrives, fill your world put together, they can: do
C OLO RITE
creation-.” ’ And the memory of that has never been' lost. We are fraud and perjury; and that, before he is hanged or electrocuted the pockets with Cigars and call ; if you fairly well all by themselves if they
for straw hats and many other
’ try.”
drawing interest on that advertisment right now in flowers and fruits fraud and perjury being exposed to the court on application for a re go to à party, steal some of the
. . purposes
of sanctity.
Le Matin Paris—“German press
trial, the AVERAGE lawyer has precedented the opinion that the de good things and leave them at our
sanction, but whatever you do tell bureaus at Barcelona and San Se
fendant has no remedy? You, did not? Wellj read the following us thejnews.”
bastian mutilate and falsify even
judgement of a Supreme Court of one of the-states of the U. S. A.:
—LET THIS LODGE RIGHT—
Will local people please take no- Allied preSs dispatches, and the
“The Old Hardware Shop”
: „'“In this state it is the settled law that a judgment cannot be set tice. We would appreciate the versions of them given out pass 36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
aside because it is predicted upon purjured testimony. With all the news of the new baby arrival but into the Spanish press from the
—Kipling, please, pardon.
Tel. 509
harshness and severity of this rule, and with knowledge that injustice would be obliged to decline the Catholic El Debate to the revolu
cigars with thanks.
tionary
Espana
Nueva.
While
must, at times be done in its application, it is the law of the state, and
' From politics that puts its trust
The Yquth’s Companion says, “If these false reports are denied al
by it this court is bound.”
In party lines, however hard—
you want to know the worst about most as soon as théÿ ure issued,
Without stopping to ask for whose protection the laws were made, a man, inquire of the enemy whb nevertheless the mere repetition of
Just selfish greed that builds nor guard
we think it safe to conclude that here is another of those “Laws that was once his friend.”
The larger interests, of the world,
them makes an impression on the
f QUICKLY RELIEVE |
public mind.”
Are. Lies.”
Protect Thy suffering people, Lord!
STOMACH GAS
“As frogs, at the approach of their enemy, the snake, all vanish
Ah, dear brother of ours! Let us stay our steps for a moment
Yomiuri Tokio—“We urge Japan
AND
in the water and crouch upon the bottom,' so I saw more than a thous upon the dismisal shores of Acharon, and, with ashamed and downcast
to Consider adequate measures to
INDIGESTION
and dead souls fleeing before one who was walking over the Styx with eyes, cease our blashemy of Intelligence, viewour fool naked souls as
cope with the situation and to be
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAILbroad-minded enough to cooperate
dry feet..... .Well I knew that he was a messenger from Heaven, and they are. »Before final slumber siezes us let’s rise erect and earn
TRY THEM ANO YOU WILL
THE JEWELER
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
with the Americans.' At the same
I turned to my master, who made a sign that I should bow to the honorable fame by telling the truth once, even tho it is only told in the
ALL DRUGGISTS 2.S »
time, we admonish her never to
visitor in silence. Ah, how scornful he looked! He reached the gate, “heavy thundering” from the gulf where we must confess utterly.
253 Plain St.
Biddeford forget, under the glamour of the
Subscriptions
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Single Copies 3 Cents.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNËËÜNK, MAINE

Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
THE PYTHIAN SISTERS

ANNUALGUESTNIGHTEASTtRNSTAR BENOIT-DUNN

COMPANY

Just a yvord here, for the ENTER
The Madona Chapter. 144, Order
Extend the Boys a Welcome Home Uncle Samto pay them for serving
— The Live Store For Men and Boys —
as a target for the Hun.
Again
of the Eastern Star—O. E. S., and PRISE, it will fit all sorts and
kinds of entertainments. We are
Queer,
is
it
not?
all of its alters and its cousins: pleased to give space—that’s what
No soldier can ever clairn wider
But this is an account of a re- and its aunts-—and most of the we are here for, to any of our own
^popularity than the wearers , of the
khaki and the blue: arid for ©on- caption and welOcme^given to The male connections, assembled atthe town’s people who have a thing to
sumate bravery, for the distinction returned soldiers by the Pythian reception rooms of the order oh say in the way of what’sjjoing pn
May 30, 1919
and honesty of jais purpose in the Sisters on Monday night, last, at Tuesday evening, for music,, danc about us. Really, we ought not to
World-War, for readinéss and force the Mousam Opera House. And ing and dining. The annual for be obliged to. hunt it upv-—it should
inaction, for good nature and we want to tell the readers of the public felicitations and meeting be brot to us.
MEMORIAL DAY
raiiietness, no soldier more fiillÿ ENTERPRISE that the reception with friends.
Maybe, you don’t Want such and
and welcoine were perfect.
desérvés his popularity
*
. The 'reporter of the ENTER- such things in the paper. Well,
For this reasoh it has been, is,^ There were several notable fea- PRISE did not ►get so far in as the most of us don’t want to pay taxés, This is the time all of us remember the deeds of the past.
W^
not difficult fbr the seeker for easy Iphres of the entertainment. First, 33rd Degree, but he did see, with sweep off The walks in front of our
advertisnient te successfully,? ex ’and it was the first thing on the a degree of Wonderment, just how dwellings, or repaint them; but
We feel sure they will
ploit the popularity ef the return program, was a • feast—no . other good a time an assembly of this those6, are , the thihgs—and the ask you to look back over our past records.
ing soldier for the better populari word-will tell it; and everybody kind means. Youngand old flitt chiefest of them is a newsy, snap
ty of the exploiter ; many times at was welcome—-and. everybody was ed, flirted, and feasted—-enjoyed py, careful toWn paper—that recall to your memories the many good values you have received
welcome again. Of what there the cakes and the rest of the menu make a placé for the town on the
/the expense pf the expliotee.
It would seem’ thhLg sooner or was left oyer, after 250 guests had applauded the speaker from Bos- map of Maine/
later, the common run of humanity ►been fed, there was more than, ton; and,? generally, made a bight Let us héar from you. We, thank from us in the past.
.would use th© precious vein of enough to fill “many baskets.”
of it.
you !
metal foirpd, \i(p ekoerien.c© to en / Second,. soldiers and pacificists,
This Memorial Day we are offering you extra values in “Blue Serge
large his o^rn intellectual sto're. irien and women, girl arid boy, all
But—there you àrél ; He has noth- walked! in-^-nbbe to say then nay,
Suit^”. And we ask you to Remember the Store of Progress.
'ing muçh to. do’or say; he •only sampled or saufed to their heart’s
needs to1 subscribe and ¿ay. : The content—shook hands with “Sam
entrepreneur will hire; the, hall, my” and the “Gob” and each other
furnish the music, print the tic- and went home—stayed and smok
BENOIT-DUNN COMPANY
Thé evening service at 7 o’clock Then What?”
/kets
arid the pie
jkets arid,
* —in the inean- ed and played games—then danced
I.Reform. He very clearly set
time there is a man at. the door to or'gossiped—made themselves at was of special interest.? The
see that no one “gets by.
* ’ unless home as one who had been invited chorus choir, and orchestra gave before the audience the great op
Masonic Block, Biddeford, Maine
and was expected to come-—or went some fine music, and young/Master portunity of reform, tyhich is be
he has an “Admit One.”
Everad Horr captured the audience fore the people of the nation at the
If Mr, Subscriber to the “Wel to their home and their own bed;»
lcome Fund”, would see the show,- The,Philharmonic Orchestra fox with his violin solo, which was a present time, riiore especially as re
KUPPENHEIMER CLOTHES
tickets are for sale at Wiseman’s ed and singled, waltzed and jazzed fine rendering of /‘Beautiful Even; gards Prohibition.
Drug Störe.” And, a soldier has for all that would step ’em; and ing Star.” He was much enjoyed
II. The study of the Bible. He
to wait outside until his pasteboard every guest went away from the at his first appearance a few even was emphatic in his statement, that
forgotten, is furnished/1 why Opera Etouse saying, as we do here, ings ago, but this oceassion added * while we are not an ignorant peo
that’s a small matter—s »me - of The Pythian Sisters are Kenne- new laurels to the young musician ple, but an exceedingly intellectual
them are still waiting' for their , bunk’s one “Best bet.”
of eleven years of age. The people, yet when it corries to thè
¿preacher of the hour was that Bible, many of the same intelligent
prince of orators, the Rev. J. M. /people, are very, Very ignorant of
Arters, Superintendent of the Port the contents of the Word of Go$,
land District. There was no ser and That -we must , get back to a
The'Only^Shade Made Witha Ventilato^
vice at the Congregational Church, study of the same. .
and Rev, Will S. Coleman, and his III. That we must place a great
people came to hear Rev Mr. Ar er. \Vroth upon the man. The re
ters, who, took as. his subjéct, “The cent motto of the Sàlyation Army,
Centenary, Then What?”. It was “A nian may be dbwri, but he is
a splendid presentation pf truth, never out,” he used, to stress, his
and exceedingly applicable tp the thought; respecting the attitude of
.
needs of any church. He showed the church.
IV. The exaltation of Aesus
very conclusively that the end has
not beén attained by ary church, Christ. His arguments were very
AND
when if has pledged its money for clear, as to the position which
the Centenary, but the rather, that Jesus Christ occupies in the recla
the work has only just, begun.
mation of the world, and That His
Special Sale—Seventy-five Silk Dresses, in
Further, he stated that the end exaltation is the only solution of
of the five year program, was npt the world problem of salvation, for
assorted modes, styles, finish. Best value, best
the end of the Centenary program, every hriman being, and that He
•for a great work begun; could not does meet that need.
service in Biddeford.
be left to perish.
It was a strong message and held
If for thé home or cot
The headings of his discourse the close attention of the large au
Self
tage— dur Summer were as follows :—“The Centenary, dience, i
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Porch
Furniture

11 Alfred Street

Biddeford, Me.

A Superiority

A Difference

Exceptional Bargains Saturday

Vudor Porçh
Shades

Hanging

Vudor

Furnishings are com
plete and at prices a
bit lower than others.
See our stores for dis
tinctive lines.

Bargains in Gowns

Thursday of this week is As
For Mid-Season, For Sport, vFor Country Wear
cension Day.
Rev. Will S, Cpleman was a La
Ventilating
conia ?N. H.j visitor the first of this
L PORCH J
week.
k, SHADES^
■f Miss Ella Clarke is in town and 1 Aretus Barker has arrived at the
will spend two weeks at the home home bf his parents Dr. arid Mrs.
Blouses, Waists, Skirts and the more intimate
of R. W. Lord on Summer Street.
J. S. Barker.
First Lieutenant George Fiske, 1 Rev. Will S. .doleman attended
furnishings for Women’s, Wear.
a former Kennebunk boy, has beén the peace conferenceVin Portland
promoted to the rank of Captain.
last
Friday
afternoon.,
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies 1
Dr. Stihipson has arrived in town
R. J. Grant has riioyed. from West
Atkinson Block
z
Atkinson Block
and put out a, new shingle announ ; Kennebunk ; to his beautiful new
DON’T MISS THE SALE
Biddeford, Naine
(
Saco, Maine
cing, presumably, that he is ready hpme on Mechanic street.
for business.
, Mr, Israel Maling has been sub
OR SATURDAY’S OPPORTUNITY
The Misses Maude Batchelder stituting as driver on the Airleric^n
and Isabelle’ Hearst are spending Express team. Mr. Robinson hay
the holidays with Miss Batchelders ing been taking a vacation. He
sister, in Revere, Mass.
will resume work- Monday June |2.
J Mr. and Mrs». H. E. Lunge and Miss Millis Çaverly of the Emer
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Bodge autoed to son School of Oratory Boston, who
Hebron tyst Saturday to witness was reader at the Eastern Star en
the Hebrori-Kents Hill game the tertainment, Tuesday, night was,
Tcf anyone making a Four Dollar Purchase or over at latter winning 2-1.
the guest of her friend Miss Gladys
Mrs. Eddie Gorineville and young Tilton while in Kennebunk.
son of this village who have been s Mrs. Booth and son Jack who
the guests of Mrs. Gonneville’s ■have summered; here and at. Ogurimother, Mrs. Dean of Biddeford, quit for a number of seasons have
have returned home.
ÿrrived from: New York., and. will
re Camera films and 'film packs have rooms at the home of Mrs.
Biddeford, Maine
11 Alfred Street
Fiske. ■ the druggist,
Adv. Blanche Potter on; Main street, ?
Mrs. J. Ê. Bearse who has been -j Rev. Dr. E. J, Prescott of Boston
enjoying the winter in Houlton, was registered at the McLellan
5 208 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
Me., and Sahbonyille, N. H., has (during the week end. Dr. Prescott
.
•
\
returned to This village and will supplied for Rev. Doremus on Sun
i A fine assortment of
room with‘Mrs. Potter.
day, the latter with Mrs. Doremus
FIELD DAY AT WELLS BEACH
NO HORSE RACE MAY 30.
15% RAISE
Mrs. Archibald r Finlayson of and child being on a visit to the
WITH REDMEN
Rye Beach, N. ÏÏ., returned} home, parents of Mrs. Doremus.
The horse races planned, for Me
Saturday after stopping some time .. E. B. Travers,, aged 52, was killed ’Employees of- the Goodall Com
At the Clam Bake and Field Day riiorial pay at thé Kennebunk race
at the home of her father, Hon. R. at Jewett station, South Berwick pany both in this village and in of the Mousam Reservation of thé track have bëèn postponed on ac
W. Lord on Summer Street»
Monday while waiting for a train Sanford:. are rejoicing in the fact Red men held at Wells Beach, more count of two members of the club
Special attention paid to middle aged ladies’ styles—
L. Os Maling of Kennebunkport to take him to,Kittery navy yard, that on June 1st an increase of than three hundred representatives riot being able to take part because
has sold Plow Boy, the racer which where he was employed. He cross1- 15% in wages will be given accord of the Thirteen Tribes of York of a death in the family.
a visit will convince you.
cut a big figure on the Lake speed 'éd in frbnt of a Boston & Maine ing to notices posted last Saturday County answered adsum.
H. F. Hodgkin, formerly of Saco,
way at. Lower Kennebunk the past passenger train and was knocked This, will make a big increase’ in the
has started a public àuto service at
There
were
Upwards
of
one
hunk
pay roll of thif company and the dred carididatps for the. moèt im4 Kennebunkport.
winter, to Mrs. Mary Keefe of Ken down. His head was cut off.
MRS. DOROTHY WILSON HOOPER, formerly
best of it is it was given without pressive of the Redmen’s work—
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Tarr ’the
? in the Thacher Building, Biddeford is with Miss 'nebunkport.
solicitation of thé operatives
Miss McDonald of the keys made ►were at the McLellan House over
MADE GOOD OFFICER
admission to the Haymakers
> Garand, where she will be glad to see her old cus- & flying visit te Boston over Satur Friday. They were’ on an auto or forced by a strike. Long live the
Degree^
and,
under
the
leadership
Attorney
Clarence Webber,
day and Sunday, and is again back trip dpiyn »thru Maine. Mrs. Tarr such corporations and the public. of thé Res. Chief Fred Titcombi
I tomers, again. •
at the end of the wire assured' tliat was formerly a girl in town, and Spirited men who are at its head.
everything passed off to the great grand Chancellor of thè Grand
*
there
is nothing in the Hub as nice ■domes back to Kènneburik each
er / instruction of those who. 'were lodge of Maine, attended the con
as Kennebunk.
vention at Lewiston. Fred Sylves
The ideal .graduation gift, Wa- admitted té the rites of the tribe.
season to renew thé view of old
Mr. and Mrs. L. H, McCray of friends. And she likes the town termàn’é Ideal fountain pen,' gold
As so often happens,- “Down in ter of Auburn, grand vice chancel
Brookline, Mass were , guests of just às well as she did in the days anil ¿liver mounted, Fiske the drug Maine,” bad. weather interrupted lor, was elected to succeed Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul-1, Andrews and when. she was Miss Anna Ross and gist.
Adv. much of the entertainment • and Webber, who perfortned the duties
daughter Miss Eleanor last week. children and'grandchildren were
business of the hour—but an as head of the grand lodge in Maine
The MeCraye came to attend the vet in the lan. of thé gods./ Mr.
Iridian works, rain pr shine—doeî in à manner which brought him
performance . of the Lafayette Tarr is a purchaser and distributor
Ross Block
Kennebunk, Me.
REALTY
ELLIOT HOUSE BURNS
everything but talk in spite of thé much praise at the convention;—
minstrels as Mr. McCray, formerly of fish and their products iïi a large
weather—so only the address of Biddeford Journal/.
of this village, is a member of the way at Gloucester, M^ass. He has
Farms, Timber and Wood Lands,, City, Town
day had to be cut.
The George Elliot house on the theBut,
Club.
visited every country in the wo‘rl(J
under the eye of the Chair DARK-EYED GIRLS IN FILM
and Seashore Property. Before Purchasing or Ex
Sunset soap dyes all colors, where fish are caught, and isf a- Heath Road occupied by James man of the Entertainment Commit;
Each of the new Griffith players
Fiske the druggist,1 on thé corner. well-known authority on the finny Stevens and family wàs burned To tee, the reppwned Clam Expert;
changing please call and see what I have to offer.
the ground early Saturday evening. Brother A. F. Jacquemin, the mo- in “The Girl Who Styed at Home,”
Adv. tribe and their ways.
Telephone 51.
'■ Mr. Eric E. Kudson and Mrs.
We are now serving that delicous Mrs. Stevens went to put the chil lusks were, done ta a fraction and the latest Artcraft production by
with, their-two daughters original grape: nut iee cream, Fiske dren to bed and upon ¡opening the each waiting brave was fed to thé the great producer, is dark-eyed.
« Kudson
It is the first time Ma. Griffith has
are on an auto trip from their the druggist.
Adv. door was thrown back from the limit.
effects of the smoke and heat. At The powwow was held in a large presented a dark-eyed girl in a
home in Nèw York To their ’home
about the same tibie Messrs Chas.
*
on Mohican Island off the coast of
—the nearest thing tri the leading role, and this time he gives
NOTICE
and Stanton Stevens discovered \ pavilion
Maine. Mr. Kudson is a welltepee
the
wariors could Arid in that •us two. Both are slender, and
flames leaping through the roof neck of the
known artist and critic, who, as all
woods—and so the at- dancers of exceptional ability, and
of his crafT do, finds much in the. Dr. A. J. Stimprson announces and rung in the alarm but the mospherp of the Redmân was main; both, are seen in “The Girl Who
scenery of Maine tb give inspira that; he has purchased, the Dr. Lord truck did rot arrive in time to be tained throughout the tribal show. Stayed at Home” at the Acme thea
of the least assistance so the loss
tion to his mind and pleasure to house on Main street.
tre, Wednesday and Thursday of
Office hours from 2 to 4 and 7 to of thè building and the contents of
next week, June 4-5.
his deft fingers. The Kudsons
the upper part of the house was
An idéal graduation gift is a
autoed from New York.and report 8 ; other hours, bytappointment.
complete while most of the goods Waterman’s Ideal fountain peri
We have the goods and' can give •
the roads fine. The Kudsons were
on the lower floor" were removed. sold by Fiske the druggist on the you the service, Fiske the druggist
ovpr-Sunday guests at the McLel-,.
1 KENNEBUNK, HAINE
,
The origin of the fire was .unknown. corner, Kennebunk.
' Adv. on the corner, Kennebunk.
Adv.
Ian.
;■ -

LOCAL NOTES

Bargains In All Fabrics

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.

Our Goods

Fares Paid to Biddeford
Miss Garand’s

A Difference

A Superiority

H. POLAKEWICH

Millinery Störe

Children’s and Ladies’ Trim
med and Untrimmed Hats

ROY CLARK

BW YOUR

Hot Weather Underwear

- Dressers Daylight Store

Enterprise Ads. Pay

......

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

'.“^.^SSSimZSSSmiS

Why Shop in Boston When You can do Better in Portland ? |
THE AERIAL MAIL

CHURCH NOTICES

Ilj. “The Interchurch Movement.”
Rev. Geo. W. Judson
III. “Practical Co-operation for
Civic Righteousness” — Rev.
Will S. Coleman.
VI. “Holding On To The Boys.”
Professor W. B. Mitchell, BoWdoin College
4.20—Open discussion of above.
4.45—Special session for Mini
sters.
Reminiscences by Rev. Ira S.
Jones.
Franternity—shall We form
dne?
6.00—Supper
Evening Session
7.30—Praise service led by Rev.
Paris E, Miller.
8.00—Address—¡“Missions and The
New. DayV—ReV. Miles B. Fish
er, D. D.,‘—Boston.

ByH. A.G.
>
Most people seem to think that CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
all airplanes that fall, except on
Will S. Colemap, Minister,
the field of battle, fall from some
defect or failure in the mechanism,
Residence' 57 Main St.
such as a wing corning off or the
Tel. 53-12
motor stopping.', As. a matter of
/fact, “Army investigations have
Sunday June 1.
shown that theJ majority of acci
1Q.30 a. m.—Worship with serdents, except from collisions- in |mon.
Subject: “Debtors.”
mid-air, are due to the flier losing
11.45 a. m.—Sunday school with
control of his plane, or to irregu classes
for all.
larities in the air itself which have
6.00 p. m.—C. E. Meeting.
caused the accident, or which have
7.00 p. m.—Chapel Service.
caused him to lose? control. It . Wednesday
evening, at 7.30
comes as' a riiâwç® surprise to o’clock, week-night
service. t •
some of us that instead of the up
per air being in a uniform state , Children’s day will be ^observed
of rest, or motion,, i^ is really in a a week from next Sunday with a
constan^turbulenc^, which is any special sermon by the pastor in
thing' but uniform, and we hear the morning and a concert by the
such things spoken of as ‘bumps’ Sunday school at five o’clock. 1
The Delta AlphaClass will meet
and ‘holes’ in the air, eddies and
¡whirls,, and cascades and, fountains with Mrs; Clarence Christie/ Storer
It seems that J list as a 1 motorist street, next Tuesday evening.
may run off the, road into a ditch,
FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
the airman may run into a ‘hole’ in
the air—more so as the so-called
Service at 10.30 A. M. The min
hole in the air is invisible. It is
such irregularities in the atmos ister, will preach.
phere as these that the Government ! Sunday School at 11.4,5 A. M;
and the United States Weather s?ySome of the meetings of Anni
Bureau are . studying arid attempt versary Week anticipated the com
ing to map every day,, just as is ing Tercentennary Celebration of
done with the weather at the the arrival of the Pilgrims. The
KENNEBUNK
subject occupied the attention of
earth’s surface;
Witness the case-of Hawker. In the Massachusetts Convention of
this stage of the game, a very small Congregational Ministers. The
matter will compel an avia,tor to first speaker emphasised the fact
descend. The engine must be kept that the true heirs of the Pilgrims
cool;—if riot, one may expect the arcs those who whether of the blood
worst—-the middle of the ocean, on Of the Pilgrims or not, worthily
Wed. and Thurs.,
the top of the waves, Hawker knew perpetuate what was of permanent
was safér than the air with water valué ,in their ideals and spirit.
June 4 and 5
Dr. Cliidley well stressed the fact
failure.
that
right
lion
or
of
the
great
of
the
And the flight of Hawker was past does > not mean merely imita
D. W. Griffith Production
wonderful—4ie just failed of suc tion,
rather a carrying on of
cess; aPd he did demonstrate that spiritbut
and ideals to their higher
it can be done with all in tune. fulfilment.
“We must learn irom
That is the only way to succeed at
past, but we must not use it
anything. Hawker’s flight was the
Well worth the, trial—and, as he as a hitching post. When a movelooks at it—ris we all do, worth the |ment begins to live on its history
it is dorie.” We may well be think
while even tho he had lost his life. ing
the remaining months of
Soon we? will feel that flying has 1919 in
USUAL PRICES
the significance of the Pil
no more danger than the common grim of
contribution
to
human
life,
doirigs of men. A Uriels from a
wè may make the celebration
toppling stack is just as liable—or that
PROGRAM WEEK JUNE 2 TO ,7
1920 a fitting tribute and a1 stim
*
¡will be, to kill as a fall from an in
ulus
to
new
moral
and
spiritrial
Monday—Dorothy Dalton in
airplane.
fife.
“EXTRAVAGANCE”
We are often asked, ^What is
“
Fattie
” Arbuckle in “LOVE”
the good of flying?” The answer
BAPTIST CHURCH
to that question is, “What' is the
Tuesday
—Enid Bennett in
good of living?” Fifty years ago
Public worship next Sunday
“PARTNERS THREE”
they were asking “What is the good morning at 10.30. The Sunday
Pictograph
of a telephone ?”Nowhow could
*
school will meet at the close of the Burton Molmes
we get thru the day , without it. morning for an hours Bible study.
Wednesday
and
Thursday
That may be, will be. no doubt, the You are invited to enjoy the hour
“THE GIRL WHO STAYED AT
future’s experience with the flying with us.
machinç.
HOME”
The “People’s Popular Service”
Up toi the riioment, much good at 7 o’clock on Sunday evening. Sunshine Comedy—“Her Smashing
work has been done by the aviator Mr. Perley Knight will be speaker
Cai’eer”
—witness the case of the Italian for the evening. He will give some
\ Friday—Emmy Whelen in
flyer, D’Annuncib.' When he has of his army experience in France.
“SILVIA ON A SPREE”
not fought he pleaded or scattered We invite you t6 enjoy this evening
literacy production over enemy with us. ,
Eddie P0I9' in the 12th Episode of
cities, from an airplane, believing
The mid week service on Wed “THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS”
them more effective than bombs— nesday evening at 7.80. Come
in many cases they were just that. and enjoy this mid week service.
Saturday—Ruth Clifford in
In any event, like many another
“THE GAME’S UP”
strange thing on this earth—man, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH Current Events
. Ford Weekly
fbr instance, the flyer has come \tot
Sunday
*
morning
service
at
10.30
stay—let us hope, to fly, on before
the higher waveè of flowing intelli June 1st. Subject. “Ancient and
Modern Necromancy, ¡ Alias Mesgence, betterment, society.
merisim and Hypnotism Denounced
Wednesday evening service at
STATE OF MAINE
7.45. Everyone is cordially in
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS vited to attend.
SION
METHODIST CHURCH
Re York County Water Company
extension of emergency schedule
Rev Royal A. Rich, Pastor
12 Dane St, ’’Fel. 37-3
F. C.No. 168
The J. R. Loyal Workers met with
Mrs. Rich on Wednesday affernoqn
After hearing in the above entitl-- for a quilty party, and. social, and
ed matter the Commission on June it was a most enjoyable time.!.
28,1918, authorized the York Coun For next Sundaiy :—The Holy
ty Water Coinpany to make certain Communion Service will be observ
increases in its schedule of rates. ed at the 10 30, A. M. meeting. The
In the order $ was provided that Sunday school hour at noon. The
the schedule then in effect should ,Epworth League meeting of. yOring
automatically riecome effective people at 6.Í5. and the preaching
July 1,1919, uriless the Commission service at 7 o’clock. 'Subject:—“A
after' hearing « extended trie opera-, Movie Of Other Days.’’ The or
tion of such entergency schedule. chestra will help on the music, and
The company now files an appli there will be a violin solo by Mas
cation to have such
*
emergency ter Everard Horr.
schedule extended beyond July 1,
Come'thou with us to these ser1919,. and files with its application »yicea of next Sunday, and we will
a statement of its operating reve do thee good.
nues and expenses - and claims that On Mop day the pastor will attend
a condition exists and will exist a Director’s Meeting of the Eriiwhich will require the receipt of pire'' Grove' Camp-Meeting-Associ-;
at jeast the same amount\ of reve .ation. at East Poland.
nue during an additional period , On Thursday June 5th.. tlflere
beyond July 1, 1919.
Will be a irieeting of the W. H. M. S.
Nqtice is hereby given that upon .Of;'Portland; District, held in Pine
such application for further, ex Sti Church Portland, with a delega
tension of , said emergency sched tion going from this Church. '
ule, the Public Utilities Commissipn will giVe a public hearing at
YORK COUNTY CONGREGA
thè Town Hall in Kennebunk, on
TIONAL CHÜRCHES
Wednesday, June 4, 1919,: at ten
(10) o’clock in the forenoori. Pub A Conference of the York County
lic noticè is to be giyen by the ap Congregation Churches and Mini
plicant by causing to be published sters will be held with,the Bidde
in the Biddeford Journal, the ford church, Tuesday June'1 10th.
Eastern Star and the Kennebunk
35c Dolls,
18c
PROGRAM
Enterprise, forthwith, a certified
10.30—Devotional led by Rev,
copy of this order? such publica Paris E. Miller.
tions to be<it least seven (7) days , ¿¿10.50—Organization & Business. 65c Dolls,
33c
before the, date of hearing.
11.15—Sermbn, * Rev. Albert L.
Given under the .hand and seal Hill.
of thè Public Utilities Conrinfssioh,
11.45—Loyd’s. Supper, Rev. Hen $1.25 Dolls,
63c
atz Augusta, this 20th day of May, ry R. McCartney.
I
A. D. 1919. :
Luncheon & Fellowship.
Benj. F. Cleaves .
Afternoon
2.00—Devotional led by Rev.
Herbert W. Traftqn
E. Miller.
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS~- Paris
2.20—Address on general theme
SION OF MAINE.
“Movements for Church Unity”
1,- “The Congregational Church a
A true Copy,
Union;Church”—Rev. L. H.
ATTEST. Geo. T. Giddings, ’Clerk
BIDDEFORD, ME.
Stoughton.
L. s. .

Acme
Theatre
SPECIAL

“The Girl Who

Stayedat Home”

OUR HATS
lu» \

Where Character Counts
The Man of Character Naturally Selects the
Hat of Character and the

Knox Straw Hats
Always Trim, Correct in Style, Suitable for any
Occasion—-Sport, Golf, Club, Home;
The Knox Stamp Meahs—Assures
Workmanship, Artistry, Material, Vogue
Dress, SERVICE.

Haskell & Jones Company
PORTLAND

Display and Distribute Selected Designs of Sensible

STRAWS
For Outing, Field, Beach, Street
Any Summer Wear

T. L. EVANS & CO.

SALE
OF

DOLLS

We would like to send

For YOUR Approval
One of our smart-style, high griade

House Dresess at $3.98
Of gingham and percales, light, medium and dark
color effects. State size and color preferred.

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
’

Any Doll on the
Doll Counter

One-half
Price

HAINE

PORTLAND

Motor Trucking
From 1 to 100 tons.; No company can quote
lower prices on any kind of cargo from Furniture
to Sand.
Call me up, it will save you money.

R. G. Seavey
Tel. 31-2

Kennebunkport, Maine

SUMMER RUGS
At Moderate Prices in All Grades
Crex, Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and
Japanese Rugs. All Sizes, Just Received.

W. T. Kilborn Co.

T. L. EVANS & CO.

Patronize Our Advertisers

TAXES ASSESSED AGAINST
YORK COUNTY BANKS

BASE BALL

Sanford won a fast and interest
The members of the board of
state assessors, Wednesday of this ing game from Kennebunk by a
week Committed . the semi-annual scoré of 8 to 4. Neadeau pitched
taxes on the savings banks, the a fine game but had poor support.
trust arid banking companies and
the loan and building associations The game occurred Saturday on
the Playground.
doing business in the state.
A total tax of $162,502.82 is as- SANFORD
' sessed against trie sum of ,$172,R BH TB PO A E
076.60 at the last commitment, a McComb If AB
4 2 0| 0 2 0 0
decrease of $9,573.98. The ¿eavi-, Wiggins cf
5 1 0 0 4 2 1
eat tax is assessed against the Bugers 2b
5 2 2 2 4 2 0
Maine Savings bank of Portland. Harmon 3b
4 2 T I1 4 1 0
Taxes are assessed against the McFarland
P
5 0 0 0 0 3 0
York county banks as follows:
5 1 i ' • 1 1 1 :lf
Biddeford Savings bank, $1,800.- Ouilette as
Currier
rf
3 0 0, 0 0 0 0
! 08. '
. 4 d 2 3 6 2 1
Buxton & Hollis Savings bank, Farrell c
Perkine lb
4 0 1 1 6 Ò 2
1 $814.38.
Kennebunk Savings bank, $1,39 8 7
27 11 5
853.88.
j
. . Saco and Biddeford Savings In KENNEBUNK .
stitution, $7,779.76.
AB R BH TB PO A E
York County Savings bank, $1,- Burk rf If
5 0 2 3 3 0 1
957.08.
Woori 88
4 1
r 1 3 2 3
A tax of $66,642.29 is assessed Waddington lb 5 0 3 4 9 0 0
against the trust and banking com Coombs c
/ 4 ' of 1 2 8 0, 0
panies doing business/ in the state Davis 3b
5 1 0 0 0 1 1
against the sum of $70,769<.05 at the Young 2b
5 0 1
1 4 i 0
last commitment, a decrease of $4,1 0 0 0
4 1 1
126.76. The heaviest tax is asses Silver cf
sed againsf the Augusta Trust Marshall If rf 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
W. Nadeau ;p 4 1 1 2 0 4 1
company.
A total tax of 560.04 is assessed
Totals, 40 4 10 14 27 9 7
against the, loan and building as
sociations' doing business in trie Runs by innings
state against $614.91 at the last
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 R H E
commitment, an increase of $54.87. Sanford
3 0 3, 0 0 0 2 0 0-8 7 ri
The « heaviest tax is assessed Kennebunk 0 2 0 1 0 0 Ó 0 1—4 :10 7
against the Federal Loan and
Building association of Portland. . Two base hits—Farrell one, Burk
A tax of $7.50 is assessed against one,, Waddington one, Coombs orie,
the Kennebupk Loan and Building Nadeau one. Left on bases Kennebunk
association, a tax of $27.50 against 10, Sanford 5. Struck out by Nadeau 7,
the Sanford Loan and Building as by McFarland 1, Hit by pitched ball,
sociation and a tax of $8.38 against Nadeau 1. Passed by Nadeau 1, by
the York Loan and Building associ-. McFarland 2. Time 1 hour 50 minutes.
Umpire, Coleman. Scorer, P. Nadeauatlon of Biddeford.
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News from the Literary Committee of The
READ THE

Classified Ads
-------------------- IN----------------------

THE ENTERPRISE

Holstein-Friesian Association of America.
Brattleboro, Vermont. F. L. Houghton, Chairman.

The Scope of Evidence
By J. D. Hallen

Assuming npw, yqu kpow your think you must cross?—must when
evidence, you aré next to prepare you, knowjkhe\evident difficulties
for the most important ordeal in for the mpst Understanding and
Advertisements will be printed
any, contested case—an efficient Intelligent member of the profes
under this heading the first
cross-examination; as a matter of sion? .
week for 25 cents, three
fact it is; almost, unnecessary to . The fruit of a cross-examination
weeks for 50 cents.
use the word “efficient”—a, cross- is like the fruit of the righteous—
examination is an empty name not always a proper desire or a
without it gets something; if it wholesome taste in the mouth.' It
does it is efficient and, too, a cross- is better cut than played. We are
WANTED — Girl for general
examination. |
always ready to “sit up and take
housework. Apply to Mrs. D. M.
It is necessary for the cross-ex notice? when a lawyer is honest
Small, Main Street, Kennebunk.
amining lawyer to remember, al enough to know, and say, “There
ways, he must know:, more about U nd cross-examination/’
everything that the witness he Is
The following pages will dwell
FOR SALE, 60 acre farm on the
to “cross.”,' Ard this means no on this stage of the trial- of the
Whitten road Kennebunk. Smooth
matter how expert in his trade or case more than any other. Causes
field, good orchard. Wood for
profession the witness is, you must are too often lost by a weak or
home use, good water, good build
“go him one bettér.” If you do idle cross-examination. Thousands
ings. Priceband terms reasonable.
not feel sure of yourself, let him might be won if the cross-examin
Would consider any good auto as
alone—if. you do know, “go for him er knew his case himself—had the
part payment.
there and then;” yqu’ll find his pet'confidence in both that comes of
Ira B. C. Hall,
weaknesses sticking out of his that knowledge.
43 Cash St., So. Portland.
every answer to your well-planted
We have studied, as ’ we write,
questions; and, before you are thru purely in the interest of the better
Wa'nted—Chamber G^rl, Wait
with him he will have so demon understanding1 of the masses—lay
resses and Bell Boys. Apply to L.
strated his- bias that his word will ers and laymen, to whose welfare
R. Wiliams, Colonial Inn, Ogunquit
not.be taken.
..
the law is—should be—dedicated.
Maine.
Adv.
We know what the professional And we cannot close this Foreword
reader is going to say, right here; without this honest warning : You,
LOST:—In Kennebunk on Fri
“It is imposible for onp mind to Mr. Jprist/if you have not the time
day May 16th near the A. S. L.
know everything!” Well» that is. to study your case, prepare all of
ROLO
MERCENA DEKOL
Waiting room a gold bracelet. Val
riot original with you—Montaigne it, because you are too busy with
uable to owner on account of asso
said the. same thing before you other matters that support you,ductionf
or
the
seven
days
in
which
WONDERFUL
RECORD
BY
A
ciations. Will finder please recame among us. And to be sure, why, in all hohesty, don’t take the
the
51.93
lbs.
blitter
was
made
is
as
turn to Thelma Hardy, Cape Por
CANADIAN HOLSTEIN
it is true. Only one mind does not case. In the court at Portland, a
follows
:
•.
.
.
.
.
poise or leave at the Enterprise
have. £o know everything in order
Office, Kennebunk.
It. 25 pd.
Milk
Fat to know more than any mind that lawyer told the writer, in the midst
Rolo Mercena DeKoi 30313 (C. H. Mar. 31 (one milk’g) 26.7
1.601 will put itself in the position of of a trial, “Why if I gave so much
99.4 5.392 selling, or lending, ah opinion in time to the preparation of a case
LOST:—A bunch of keys, will B.), a Canadian 5-year-old Holstein Apr. 1
-108.3
6.344 a court of la^': and, with the right as you seem to have given this, I
finder please at Enterprise office. Friesian cow has broken a world’s Apr. 2
record for 7-and 30=day butter pro Apr.
92.5 4.961 preparation, you can—you ought to couldn’t live by the law.’’ We
duction by producing under official Apr. 4
. 97.3 5.578 must or-else return the fee the might have given him the only ap
TO LET—Convenient tenement test 51.93 lbs. butter in seven days Apr. 5
.112.2 6.232 client paid you for knowing1—know parent answer: “Is it quite neces
of four rooms. Particulars and and 200,34 lbs. butter in 30 days; Apr. '6
105.4 6.409 more about the facts in your par sary that you live at all, at any
keys at the Enterprise office.
Tier milk yield being 738.7 lbs. and Apr. 7 (^milkings)' 90,9
5.027 ticular case than any othér mind. thing?” But we didnot say it—
Several furnished or unfurnish 2,920.5 lbs. for the respective
we take this opportunity of asking
ed rooms to rent. Prices reason periods. “Rolo’s” best day’s butter
Total
738.7 41.544; The cross-examinations heard all purreaders that same question
able. For further information ap amounted to 8.57 lbs. In 60 days
Butter
51.93 'in our court rooms are more amus-_ —right here before the opening
.ing and entertaining—in a vaudeply or phone to the Enterprise she yeilde.d 5,795lbs. milk which
chapters of the Thè Scope of Evi
Rolo
Mercena
DeKol
made
thia
Press.
made 337.49 lbs. butter and her, great record under ordinary con ,ville ■ sense', than instructive to dence—Is it necessary that you.
either,
the
court,
the
Jury
or
the
best work was accomplished toward ditions, iri the same stable as the spectators. —- - Why do you lawyers live at all?
TO LET—For the Summer— the end of her test. The records rest of the herd> and suffered no ill
SeVen room cottage furnished. In were made under the supervision effects; her owner'stating that she
quire of A. J. Rounds;'Kennebunk of Prof. H. p. Dean, of the Ontario actually gained in ’ weight. Her
CONTENTS
port, Maine.
Adv 4t 4-30-19 Agricultural College, and a retest ■ability to consume and digest a
was made by officials of the Hol- large amount of concentrates had
stein-Friesian Association of Can
■Chapter 1. The Law and the Lawyer. . .
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms ada. The previous- best 7-day and much to do' with her fine perform
on Swan street furnished. And suit 30-day butter records were made ance. During the last four days Qhapter II. The Case.
:df. her test she cOnsupied as high (Chapter in. No Case.
able for light housekeeping. Ap
Segis Fayrie Johanna (50.681bs) as 34 lbs. grain daily, together with
ply for particulars at Enterprise xby
Fairview. Korndyke Mata 120 lbs. of mangels and red beets Chapter ,iv. When to Acecpt a Retainer.
office.
Adv. and
(185.37 lbs.), both these cows be and 16 lbs. of ensilage, Twice a Chapter V. Assembling the Evidence.
ing Holsteins, and owned by Pine ^Sy she was given light feeds of Chapter VI. Focalizing the Evidence.
. WANTED—Parties to know that Grove Farms, Elma, New York.
hay. The ration consisted of equal Chapter VII. A Case.
the Fairview Hotel will open for Rojo Mercena DeKoi is owned parts of brap, oats, distiller’s dry
regular and transient' business and was developed by J. B. Hanner, grains^ ,qne and onerfourth parts of Chapter VIII. T.he Trial Brief, '
business Thursday May 1st. For a youngHolstein dairyman of Nor oil. meal and cotton seed meal, and Chapter IX. The Trial Cross-Examination, Written Out.
particulars write to Miss Daisy M. wich, Ontario. J Mr. Harimer ¿pur one-half parts of hominy and Chapter X. The Character of the Evidence, Written Long.
Littlefield, or telephone to 23-12 chased her for $320 from his father gluten. The oats contained 10 Chapter XI. Selecting a Jury and Judge.
Wélls; Maine.
3t pd 4-30-19 H. C. Hanmer, who has been breed per cent of peas; each feed being Chapter XII. The Employment of Counsel—with care.
ing Holsteins for about 6 years. mixed separately in the above pro- Chapter 2CIII The Trial Without a Jury.
WANTED—Woman to help with The present owner of this wonder portion. ,Towards the end of the Chapter XIV. Thé Trial With a Jury.
housework and take care of chil- ful cow has only been in business test Mr Hanmer fed as high as two
reh. No cooking, .address, A. R. on his own. account for a little over parts of oil meal and 1% parts pf Chapter XV. The Examination of Your Witnesses.
Kennebunkport, Maine. Box 407. a year. The ■ sire of the new cotton seed meal in the ration, cutt Chapter XVL The Cross-Examination.
world’s champion is Sir Rolo Banks ing off the gluten and hominy.
Chapter XVII. Closing the Case.
or Tel. 110.
Mercena 14953, a bull that has only
This^great Canadian cow is pot Chapter XVIIJ. Conclusion.
two purebred daughters. Her dam one of the largest specimens of the
FOR SALE
is Flora DeKoi Pieterje 9163, with breed, ;her weight being about
Continued next week
Story and half cottage of seven 6, daughters having official/ecords. 1,300 lbs. She is /nearly all black
rooms for sale at a bargain inquire Both^irejand. dam trace ’back to and, as can be seen from the abofve
of Mrs. B. P. Emery, Lower Kenne Abbekerk Prince 2d 1068 in the illustration, she has a beautiful
Canadian herd book.
bunk.
head and splendid top line, with a,
Rolo Mercena DeKoi made her ^wonderfully fine * square udder.
record
under
ordir
ary
.
conditions
WANTED—Washings and iron
ings. Reasonable prices. Tel. in the same stable as the rest of the
JITNEYS TO PORTLAND
64-21.
St. p. herd. She looks every inch a
world’s champion, and her owner
*
who has fed her since she was a I A jitney line was started Satur
161 Main Street
Biddeford, Maine
WANTED
calf, is naturally the.proudest Hol-, day afternoon between Saco and
stein breeder in the world today, Portland. This afternoon the ser
Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
vice was extended so as to include
Anyone having for sale Antique And who will deny him that privi this city as well as Saco. The
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo lege?! 1
Jewelry of distinction and quality, Diamond
management, Portland parties, an
Hefe are the ffiilk and butter’ nounce that they will have two ad
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Rings,
La Tausca Pearls, fine Watches of American
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter, . records made by this wonderful ditional cars, running within a
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact, producer from one to 60 days in short time—-Biddeford Jriiirnal,
manufacture, (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
anything in the Antique line. Any clusive: .
Monday Evening, May 26.
Rings in all the newest shades of colored stones.
one having articles to offer,"call
Lbs.
Kennebunk people would appre
or write.
8.57 ■ ciate a like service and we believe
1 day butter
Agents for
125.8
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE 1 day milk
it would be liberally patronized.
Community Silver and
Cut Glass
51.93
7
days
butter
BUNK, MAINE
738.7
7 days milk
Next Monday, June 2, the hours
1847 Rogers Silverware
Parisian Ivory
5.62%; of the Kennebunk Public Library
Average test
HOME EMPLOYMENT
200.34
30 days butter
will be as follows 2;30 to 5.30 p. m.
If you are not one of our customers (we have a goodly number from
BRAIDING rugs-for us is pleas 30 days milk
2,920.5
every afternoon and Monday, Wed
this locality) give us an opportunity to render to you the good service
5.47$| nesday, and Saturday evening the
ant, easy, well-paid work. For Average test
that our position enables us to offer you.
particulars address Phelps & Pink 60 days butter
337.49 : hours will be from 7-9. Please,re
ham, Inc. 344 Anderson Street, -60 days milk
5,795.1
member the Summer schedule and
Portland, Me.
Jan. 8th -19 14t The .record of - milk and fat pro- plan accordingly.

The Jeweler Who Satisfies

FOR SALE
HARD WOOD FOUR FOOT
LENGTHS- PRICE $10.00 per cd.
GREEN AND DRY PINE SLABS
FOUR FOOT LENGTH. PRICE
$6.50 per cd.
ORDERS FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY, IN KENNEBUNK,
KENNEBUNKPORT, AND CAPE
PORPOISE.

P.

H. BELYEA

KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.,

R. F. D. NO. 1 or TELEPHONE 19
Kennebunk.

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath
Mason Block
*

Kennebunk

Evenings by appointment.
Telephone 49-3
«Office Hours 9-4

Mrs. Mabel Huff

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Has Character—whether it1 be in Cream Soda, Ice
Cream or College Ices.

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Is serving the Original Grape Nut Ice Cream also
Vanilla, Chocolate, Coffee and Strawberry, all are
the Famous S. & H. Quality.

is prepared to do hail and
scalp treatment, facial
message and mani
curing by ap
pointment

Wanted—Real Estate
Farms, Timber and Wood Lands, City, Town
and Seashore Property. I have numerous calls for
all sorts, of property. Bring yours in and let me dis
pose of it for you. Telephone 51.
ROY CLARK,

Ross Block,

Kennebunk, Me.

Garden Seeds
of All Kinds at

A. M. SEAVEY
Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

Atlantic Shore Railway

NOTICE!
On June 1, 1919, the passenger rates will be changed
from 7c'to 8e cash fare (except between Sanford and
Springvale, where there will be no change) and on tickets
from 55c for strip of nine to 50c for strip of seven. Schol
ars’ ticket books will advance from $2.00 to $2.50.
Tickets of current or earlier issue will not be accepted
for passage after May 31st but will be redeemed at cost at
the offices at Town House, Kennebunkport, or at the agency
at Sanford. The reason for this is that the ticket rider
under the new rates is paying 'more than the rider who
bought his tickets before the change, and our attention is
called to this as unfair discrimination, and the redemption
is made according to the desire of the Public Utilities Com
mission. This method was also followed by the Federal
Railroad Administration when fares were advanced on
road under Federal Control.
The reason for this advance in the passenger tariff is
due to large increase^ in payroll soon to take effect. It
seems most desirable that patrons of the ATLANTIC
SHORE RAILWAY be' informed of these changes through
the medium of the press, and this advertisment appears in
all the papers in the communities served by the Railway, in
order that it be given'as wide publicity as possible.
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Bringing
the door of your
dining room—as close as your own kitchen—the
matchless facilities of the best and most whole
some bakeries in the world. Uneeda Biscuit
come to you as fresh and immaculate as j
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when they were taken from the oven.
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it seem
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Sost tractable after they’ve htfd years when my babies were growlni
Smething to eat. National Biscuit up we never missed the, Cl
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SEX always, begin our Chil- dren’s Hour with its tasty feast

Patronize Our Advertisers

Eagle “Mikado’’ Pencil No. 174

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Means the Best Drinks and Creams; and ready
willing and skilled service with understanding.

Fiske’s Drug Store
On The Corner

Packed One Dozen in an attractive Box and Half Gross in a Carton
Hexagon Shape Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip
and Red Ring, fitted with best Red Erasive Rubber.
The Eagle Mikado is the finest Quality of Pencil and contains a
specially prepared lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.
ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEGREES
No. 1 Soft No. 2% Medium Hard
No. 3 Hard
- No. 2 Medium
No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers
For Sale at Your Dealers 5c. Each or 50c. per Dozen

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY
703 EAST 13th STREET

NEW YORK

KENiflEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KEgNEBUNK, MAINE

KENNEBUNKPORT

Emerald Isle than any American
can ever be. The same two do
row, on occasion, but when there
is a chance to do up a Sammy or a
trol, we were given a certain area God the sailors of Great Britain—■
—about three hundred and ninety Anglo and Celt, fight together as
miles of flying before we made our one man—and the American is
landing again. The dutlokk was forever a sure mark. When the
constant for the shark of the Hun, ohum and myself reached a large
and the attack, in case of sight, public square there was a fight op
was by bomb dropped as we hover between a squad of “Gobs” and
ed high above the glistening sides what looked like the whole English
of the sub. I have often fed our Navy. We were chiefly interested,
boiribs into the sea only to uplift a as onlookers. But that did not
•school of fish that was pursuing J suit the “fawncy” of some Jack Tar
its peaceful way beneath the I of King George’s sea lions; and
depths. The explosion of one of one of them threw something, I
our depth bombs always meant ¡never knew what, and I was like the
havoc among the regular residents chap Bret Harte tells about when—
i “A big red sandstone came hurtR
of the briney.
ing thru
All told, what with the natural
dangers of the vehicle in which we The atmosphere and laid me on the
floor,
rode, and the expectation of meet
ing^ the fellow we were seeking, And the subsequent proceedings
fof;, our usual five hours in the air Interested me no more.”
Continued next week
on jjatrol duty was not a thing to
woa one to sleep.
TOWN HOUSE
But even danger becomes old
stuff; and when one has much pf it,
Mr. Fred Balch passed away at
oneyday becomes, as it does'on the
farm or in the shop or office, so 'the home of his sister. Mrs. Wil
much like another that one sighs bur Clough On Tuesday May 19.
for other worlds to conquer— j His funeral took place at the 1st.
worlds where the Hun cedses from ! Congregational Church Thursday
troubling and the birdman may go afternoon, and was attended by
o’n a furlough and so look the land Rev. H. R. McCartney. The de
oyer as well as the sea. One of ceased was a son of the late John
thqse leaves of absence, which usu J and Sarah (Wormwood) Balch, and
ally. last from two to seven days, ' leaves one brother Mr. Harry Balch
brot me into my first fight on the and one sister, Mrs. Wilbur Clough
other side.
with whom he has made his home
I had been granted a seven days’ since the death of his mother a
leave, and, just to have a look year ago, beside other relatives
about, myself and a buddie took a 1 and friends.
Mrs. Leroy Smith, of Boston is
run down to Queenstown. We ar
rived in the morning and started in town the guest of hér parents,
to look the city over—we had no Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Clough.
thought of starting a thing. In
Miss Nellie Lord of Biddeford,
fact, if I thought about any fight— is. the guest of her sistér, Mrs. Paul
which I did not often do, it was Benson.
with the Hun and no one else.. Mr. Geo. Tarbox met with quite
Bpr—
a severe accident last Friday. He
Queenstown is, or was during fell at the car-barn receiving quite
the^ war. swarming with Irish and a scalp wound beside other strains
English sailors, and, when it is a and bruises. He was taken to
question of doing up the Apierican, Dtz Ross who sewed the wound.
the Englishman is a deal nearer He is as comfortable as can be ex
the heart of the man from the pected.
ABOVE THE CLOUDS
Continued from Page One

LIFE OF DEATH
Continued from Page One

(APE PORPOISE

moments, immense efforts, but for
a few hours, for a day at the most,
where all energy was condensed,
all the heroism accumulated dur
ing long weeks or long months of
Capt. Albert Fletcher and family Drive the collectors, L. E. Fletcher,
'preparation or waiting. After the of New York arrived at their home and Frank Fisher who returned
The June meeting of the Library treatment. She is reported as im- victory or defeat, that was the end,
this spring from overseas, report
Board will be held in the library proving, and it is hoped she will that was the relaxation, the salu- here on Monday of this week.
next Monday evening, June 2d, be at home in a short time... Her tion, the repose, the returning
Mr. and Mrs. Foy of Sanford the goodly sum of one hundred and
commencing
7.30 o’clock.
friends, young and old,.mis4 her home; it was not necessary to face spent the week end at their cottage twenty dollars ($120) taken. This
young man who has done the great
' '■#
Dr. C. E. Owen, Secretary of the lively spirits and cheerful manner. destiny but a single time ; and they hgre.
er pari of the collecting, has noth
Civic League of Maine, represent
Mr. and Mrs. Silas H. Perkins knew that in the most frightful
Carl P. Stone who has been em ing but words of praise for the
ed his case in this community last have moved into the house of Mr. melee they had three chances out ployed in Boston during the win work done by the Salvation Army
Sunday, speaking in the Baptist ’Roach, on Chestnut street.
of four to escape death.
ter, has returned to the Cape for in Fratfce.
church in the forenoon, at the Wild
Now all is changed; and death
George JWärd who has been con
A very successful rummage sale itself is no more like what is was. the summer.
wood chapel in the afternoon and
at a union meeting in the Congre was held in the ice cream parlor Of old, one looked it in the face, he The following item taken from fined to the house by illness, is very
of W. F. Goodwin last Saturday. saw from whence it came and who “Foster’s Daily Democrat” of much improved.. '
gational church in the evening.
Over a hundred dollars was netted
Dover, N. H., may be of interest
Mr. and Mrs. James Schofield
The Baptist church extended a for the benefit of the Public Libra sent it. It had a terrible form, but to some of our readers. The Chas. are visiting Mrs. Schofield’s par
it was human. One was not igno
reception to Rev. and Mrs. H. R. ry.
rant of its morals, its long slum L. Hutchins mentioned, is the son ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lamont Sinnett
Pratt and family on Monday even
Baseball is very popular at pres ber, its brief awakening, its evil of Albert G. Hutchins of this place, of this place.
ing, an occasion which drew to
now living in Do|er, N. H.
At the home of her parents,
gether a large number of people. ent. When a game cannot be ar days, its hours of danger. Now, to
Capt. and Mrs. Herbert W. Thomp
DOVER ANP VICINITY
H. R. Dennett acted as master, of ranged with out-of-town players, all its horrors it adds the intoler
son, on Tuesday evening of this
ceremonies. In the receiving line there are contests between local able fright of mystery. It no long
Funeral Of Mrs. Charles L.
week occurred the death of Miss
with Rev. and Mrs. Pratt were Mr. teams, v Many of these are very in er has respite. It is always intent,
Hutchins
Mildred V. Thompson after more
and Mrs. William M. Rounds and teresting and draw large numbers always on the watch, everywhere The funeral services of Mrs. than a month’s illness with asthma
of
spectators
to
Parsons
field.
present,
loose,
unsiezable
and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chick. Wel
Edith May Gage, wife of Charles and pneumonia. After apartial
coming remarks were made by Two games are announced for Me dense, insinuating and cowardly, L. Hutchins who passed away at recovery on Saturday of laßt week
morial
Day.
diffuse,
importune,
innumerable,
Principal Tucker, Palmer A. Twamher home in Medford, Mass., on she became worse'and failed rapid
George H. Tarbox, who is em arriving from all points of the ,Tuesday morning were held at the ly until her death early Tuesday
bly, Major Henry S. Burrage and
horizon,
emerging
from
the
earth
Ricker Memorial Chapel at Pine evening. The only daughter, the
Rev. Thomas P; „Baker. Rev Mr. ployed at the Atlantic Shore Line
Pratt responded ip a most happy shops at the Town House, acci .and falling from the sky, infatiga Hill cemetery thjs afternoon at young lady will be much missed in
ble,
inevitable,
occupying
all
space,
vein. Refreshments ofv coffee, dentally fell into a pit last Friday
2.30 o’clock. Many friends and the family, and by many friends.
sandwiches and ice cream and cake morning, inflicting a severe scalp occupying all time, during days, relatives were present to pay their Of a particularly sunny disposi
'months,
without
a
moment
’
s
inter

wound, in his fall his left shoulder
were served.
last tender, regards to one whom tion she was much liked by her
also injured.. Mr. Tarbox had ruption, a without a second of re they had ever esteemed for her associates. Besides the father and
The Baccalaureate sermon will was
mission.
One
marches,
one
sleeps
at work in a well-lighted room
many good qualities. The services mother, there are four brothers to
be preached before the Senior class been
carhe out into the much darker in a fatal network. One knows were conducted by Rev. Leon mourn her loss. Another sad fea
of the high school neKt Sunday and
that
the
least
movement
toward
room where cars are sometimes
Morse pastor of the St. John’s Meth ture of the case is the absence of
evening in the Congregational kept
standing over a pit construct the right or left, the head that odist Episcopal church. There Capt, Thompson who is the Nova)
church by Rev. Thomas P. Baker.
bows
or
uplifts,
the
shoulders
that
ed to allow repairs to be made to
was a large and beautiful floral Scotia coast and had not been
The serviee will be union in char the
parts underneath them. In bend or straighten up, arrests and tribute. Burial was in the family reached Tuesday' evening. The
acter, a general invitation haying the gloom
fixes
Death
’
s
regard
and
his
thun

Mr. Tarbox made a mis
lot at the hill. )
age of the deceased was twenty
also been extended to the public. - step and was
precipitated into the derbolt. One has nbver had an ex In the present Salvation Army years and six months.
,
ample
of
such
preponderance
of
The Commencement exercises of pit. It is ’hoped he will soon be
the forces of annihilation.' One
the high school will be held in the able to resume his labors.
has never believed until now that
Congregational church on Wednes
Ethel Doane is at home af the nerves of man could resist
day evening of next week, June 4th, terMrs.
a long sojourn in the hospital, such a test. The nerves of the
commencing at 8 o’clock.
where she was seriously ill.
bravest man are tempered to face
The community has been sad George, son of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. death for the wink of an eye, but
dened by the announcement of the H. Emery, was taken to Trull hos scarcely to live in the strain of
death of one of its oldest, bestfor treatment on Sunday, a momentary death. Heroism was a
known and most esteemed resi pital
large swelling haying developed sharp and pointed summit, which
I have got so used to hearing
dents Ansel Boothy, who passed on his throat. He had not been one attained for a moment but Mr. Clifton Thing accepted an
pway Monday evening at 6 o’clock. well since an attack of influenza quitted as quickly, for the sum invitation to ride home from workl F rench that it seems queer not to
Mr. Boothby had been a great suf during the winter.
mits are not inhabitable. Today it by auto (no it was a Ford.) We hsarit.
11 am sending a card or two from,
ferer for a long time from cancer,
is a limitless plain, as uninhabi all thought how lucky he was. But here
and will write more soon.
but he, endured the pain of the A food sale will be held ih the table as the summits but from we soon changed”our minds for we
From your loving son,
affliction . most patiently, always store of Goodwin Brothers, Dock whence one is not allowed to de passed Clif and yvhen we did he ]
putting on, a cheerful countenance Square, On Saturday afternoon, the scend. So, at the moment man ap had his hat and: coat off pumping J
Walter Eaton.
in thé presence of callers, whom proceeds of which will be used to peared the most exhausted, the away for dear life on a flat tire.
he delighted to receive. Mr. Bopth- help, defray the members of the most softened bÿ the comforts and William Taylor has accepted a
St. Bliss, France.
by had a varied experience at sea. Girls’ Patriotic League in atten vices of: life, at the moment when position ip the New Goodall Mill.
May 5,1919
and ashore. He was tenderly cared dance upon a camp for girls during he was the most happy, and seemed
Thomas went to work for Dear Father and Mother:
for during his illness by his daugh the summer.
necessarily the most selfish, that theRex
Just a few lines to say I am well
Leatherbid this week.
ter, Mrs. D.'F. Toothaker, who has
and hope this will find j^ou the
Bertha, the young daughter of having less faith and vainly seek
thé sympathy of many friends in
The
Ladies
Aid
gave
a
bean
sup

ing
a
new
idea,
he
appeared
the
same. I had a mighty good time
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wells,, has
her sorrow.
been seriously, ill for a number of least capable of sacrificing any per last Saturday evening. It cer while I was in Scotland and if it
tainly
was
a
fine
jreat
and
everyone
thing
whatever
to
an
idea,
he
is
/Rev. Henry R. McCartney was days. Dr. Thayer was called into
wasn’t a long journey across the
unable to appear in the pulpit last the case on Sunday. There seems brusqly thrust into the presence of enjoyed itsAfter the supper Mr. water I would go again sometime.
Arters
gave,
a
splendid
talk
on
the
a
peril
without
precedent,
before
Sunday on account of a severe cold to be good prospects of eventual
I don’t think much of these water
which greatly weakened him. The recovery, although the tempéra which it is nearly certain would Methodist Movement and what they trips.
intended
doini
in
the
near
future,
hot
have
stood
and
would
not
have
morning services were omitted. ture has been running spasniodiI suppose you have my letter
„Mr. McCartney is now improving oally high for some time. A train dreamed of standing the most Mrs. E. E- Nason and ^ughter which was written from Montrose
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Let us estimate on > your Commercial Printing
of a dear kind father and grand Score by innings 1 23456789
be made as profitable as any other
father, so well known and respect Biddeford
ed throughout York County.
“All Stars”
lÒOOlOéO 5--7 occupation,. involving- the same
Linotype Composition for the Trade
-14 amount of investment, business
K’Port 2nd Team 5 F3 1 1 2 0 1
BASE BALL
Two base hits, Gould 1, Landry L ability, and hard work.
Montgomery, 2, Hickey 1. Three base
2nd. Resolved ¿hat the teach
The Kennebunkport Second hits,
Gould l. \ First ba.e
*
on balls off ing of agriculture and domestic
Team defeated the Biddeford “All
Stars” at Parson’s Field Saturday Pollock 2, off Hickey 4, off Montgomery science in our rural schools, will
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Mr. and Mrs. John Davie have
Services were well attended Sun
returhed to their home on the day at the Adventist Church. Pas
Wells road after spending several tor Coolbroth spoke f^cm Gal. 6:7.
months with their daughter in
Mr. B. P. Emery is fencing. in
Massachusetts.
the lot back of his home which he
Mr?and Mrs. Amos Ridlon of has purchased of Mr. J. B. Wil
Kennebunk wéré visitors in town liams a part of which he will usé
on ¿Sunday.
as pasture for his stock.
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Mrs. George W, Day of Holbrook
is visiting her mother, Mrs. W. P. entertain the York County A. U.
, Convention which is
* to be held at
Héwéy over .Memorial Day.
the Adventist Church June, 12-15.
Mr. G. É. Augier and Miss Mary It is. expected being at this season
Angier of Plainfield, N. J., are at to be a well attended session.
Mr. W. P. Hewey’s for the summer. i Mrs. Burton L. Robinson has
Mrs. and Mrs. E. A. Goodwin moved into the Quint house on the
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Mr. Ansel Boothby who has been
attend the W. C. T. U. Convention very ill for some time passed away
held at Kittery June 4th. Mrs. Tuesday.- He. has been tenderly
Goodwin is Président of the Ken cared for by his daughter and hus
nebunkport local union.
band Mr. and Mrs. Dt F. Toothaker.

COME TO US
-For your Spring and Summer Clothing. That New Suit— thatNew
Top Coat—that New Hat—all are here awaiting your selection at
prices that will please you as well as the style and fitting. We
have,a well deserved reputation for values in every department.
We can show you finely tailored fabrics in stylishly cut models in
Men’s Suits, from
$18.50 co $40.00
Spring Top Coats for men and young men from

$18.00 to $27.50

Soft and Stiff Hats in a great variety of shades from
$2. 50 to $5.00

Somewhere in this range of prices you are sure to find just the
hat to.please you.

As stated before our Boys’ Spring Suits and Clotning are complete
in every particular.

Shop as much as you please; you’ll be the readier to buy when you
get to our store. We have the right goods at the right prices.

A. A. Bicnvcnuc
140 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

/faw Materia!
Is Still Advancing
But we have not advanced the price of our

Bread, Pies and Pastry
OF ALL KINDS
* Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”

_
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Joy’s Bakery

